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The formulae of configuration interaction matrix elements are col!ected in the 
present paper for singlet and triplet state wave functions， which cov巴rup to the 
case when the unpaired electrons ar巴atmost six， ancl for doublet and quartet state 
wave functions， which cover up to the unpairecl electrons are at most five. 
Usually in atomic ancl molecular calculations we us巴 ascheme in which each 
electron is given its inclividual quantum state， and the atom and th巴moleculeas a 
whole are described by a configuration， i.e.， by a s巴tof quantum numbers for the 
individual electrons. Two-particle correlations are inclucled in the “configuration 
interaction". 1n the present paper tables useful f01・ the configuration interaction 
calculations乱recollected in the gen巴ralforms ready to be able to apply them to 
any particular problem. 
The total electronic wave function is assumed to have the following form: 
φ 2) C~1i φAi 
Ai 
wh巴reCAτare the coeficients to be determinecl by the configuration interaction 
calculation and φA have the form : 
φA =(M!]一%2) (-1 )p P {COl (rl) 81 (01) ¥02 (r2) 82 (σ2)…¥O.M (rM) Oj)[ (aM)} ， 
P 
A = lJl~ = ¥01 (r1) ¥02 (r2)-"¥OiY[(rj)[) 
The letter A (B) clenotes the spac巴 orbitalconfiguration (i. e.， a set of space 
orbital quantum numb巴rsfor the individual electrons) with definite space syrn曲
metry and i (j) is the numbering of the indepenclent spin functions with the 
same space orbital configuration. The wave functions are assumed to be made 
from products of single-particle wave functions (wave functions of the individual 
particle). It is assumed tha t 
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)Co制 'Pndv = 
(orthogonali ty of the single-particle space orbi tal functions). 
In order to eγaluate the coeficients thεconfiguration interaction calcula-
tion， the secular equation must be solved， the matrix日lementsof which are 
= ~ HOn.i dv 
1n the present paper the formulae of configuration interaction matrix elements 
Hf are協はlatedfor singlet， doublet， triplet， and q即日ts山 wavefunctions 
The explici t forms of the spin functions θ立Af， k 1問 din the prese叫 pap巴rare 
shown in the preceeding paper1人 It1S convεnlεnt to explain the definition of 
the wave functions OAi taking the simple vvhich is shown in the fo1-
lowing: for example in the case of that 1) the number of the unpaired electrons 
is白ve(N= 5)， 2) the to凶 spinquantum number is one half (S= 1 3) z-
component of the total spin quc山 m number is one half (M→)， 4引)ω¥tl巾i
ber吋ingof the independent spin functions with the sa王medefinite S and 1¥1[ 1S one 
1 )， and 5) the space orbi tal is A. = 二 ahcde εelectronsin 
five different space orbitals， i.e.， five unpaired 
φA'i 21(の α da， ー φ
ー必 faa守 os，Cぴ，da， 卜⑦
εα〕
~Cぴ ， dß ， eαJ) ， 
where φ[SZ'1191， 'P2192，"'， SZ'N19NJ isthe Slater determinant (CDA1 is the linear combina-
tion of four Slater detε ，φ〔タ1.191，ヂ2192ゾー，'P 1ぜ.f)1 J 
-1'ルf!
れ (71)191 (σ1) 
SZ'1 (r2) 191 (σ2) 
引 (1'1:)191 (σAf) 
'P2 )e2( タ1(r1) 191 (al) 
伊 2(r2)19 2 ( σ2) … çO~i( 1' 2) σ2)
伊2(rJ!I) 192 (σilI) … 'P 1 (1 Jl[) 19 1 (σ 
a吋 θg，Mzkzθ九弘， Ihasthe form as shown in the pmeedi昭，
θ;ふ弘，1α(1)a(川 (3)a (4) s (5)一 α(1)ぴ(川(引 C1)α(5)
α(1) s (2) a (3)α(4)β(5) トa(1)β(2)ぴ(3)s (4)α(5)J. 
When there e又istthe paired electrons in the space orbital configuration in 
writi時 down the 1p'~， the simple product of si昭le中 article space orbital fu恥 M
tions corresponding to the spヨceorbital configuration A， WE WRITE ALWAYS 
IN DEFINITE ORDER THE UNP AIRED SP ACE ORBIT AL FUNCTIONS AT 
FIRST， AND THEN THE PAIRED ONES. For example in the case of the above 
1)， 2)， 3)， and 4)， and particularily in the case of tha t 5) the space orbi tal con凶
figuration is 
.A = 1[/~ = abcdeβC gg...ll ， 
M pair 
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φA訓1 is the linear c∞ombina計ti旬on 0ぱf 4)<ZnI S出la此te町rdε計t巴rminantso Aft巴rwe have 
decided the recipe to write down th 巴 θ ;~，ßI， k which are sho'予'vV品孔N、瓜y
pape白r1幻)， and the 1p'~， which are explained in the just above， we can d巴fineuniqu-
ely our wave functions φAぃ Thetables of the formulae of configuration interaction 
matrix elements H~土; = ~φ《ιιιAiむ一i Hι φ川U 山 ail削 fror叩印m 山 wave functions φil.i， which 
we have just defined in the above， are collectεcl in two parts， Ao Diagonal Part 
and R No凶 agonalParL In the fornll信-
only the exchange integraJs b 巴目tw己en th 巴 unpaired electrons are w円円r江庁噌寸it民ten凡1し， and the 
exchange叩nt白eg伊r噌als b 巴目tweε n the pairでE巴，d 巴l ε ctrons， the exchange integrals between 
the pairecl ancl the unpaired electron， all coulomb integrals，旦ndal kinetic and 
nuclear integrals are not written， b巴causethey can be obtained very easilyo 
Our wave functionsφAi which are defined in the present paper by putting to 
use the Slater determinant can also be written in the following form :2) 
φ ーや 1p'il.i θ 
K89M，k s，zf，k 
whereθS，sIk arεthe same spin functions as defin巴din the preceeding paper1) and 
1[lt;lJf， k are some linear combinations of the products of si時 le-partic1espace orbi四
tal functions. We can construct the irreducibJe representation matric巴sV(P)， the 
bases of which are the spin functionsθs ，.il[d;~ 
P θS，fi[，k= 2:V~k ßI (P)θS，M，Jr 
h 
We make the new irreducible repr巴sentationmatrices U (P) from the inverse ma-
trices of V (P) multiplied by ep = (-1 )P 
U (P) = εpV(P) 
Then it follows that 
P 1p' S ， ~I ，1c = 2: U~kßI (P) 1[1 S，M，/; 
because of the fact that the total wave function must b色 a1waysantisymmetric 
in the permutations of e1巴ctrons. Using the irreducible representation matrices 
U (P)， Our matrix 出向山 H~i can be written as 
~J 
HAも=2: Uii (P) H~ (P)， 
1J，1 P 
H3(P)=iPFiHV2du 
In section C of the present tabJ巴ssome irreducible representation m乱tricesU (P) 
are collected for singlet and triplet wave functions， which coyer up to the case 
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when the unpaired electrons are at most six， and for doublet and quarted state 
wave functions， which cov巴rup to the unpaired electrons are at most five. The 
matrix elements H~包 shown in the present paper have been practically obtained 
by making use of these irreducible representation matrices U (P). 
Explanation of Symbols Used in Tables 
N number of the unpaired electrons 
k numbering of the independent spin functions with definite total spin quantum number 
S and its z-component M 
A， B A = 7[l' 1， B = 7[l'~， the simple product of single-particle space orbital functions rpm 's 
(spac泡 orbitalconfiguration) 
a， b， c， d， e， J， &g single-particle space orbital functions rpm 's 
K (aめ exchangeintegral (ab I ba) 
(附め州耐|μcめか ¥¥a仰川(οω伽1)肝山μ川)C (2引仰σ削勾)川(--;ι山~_i b(削Oμ1)d (向勾2)dv伽仰官
J ¥'12 I 
(αI h I b) kinetic and nuclear integrals 
f a (1)(ー土d1-25ム)b (1) dV1 、 2 k 仙ム
Pa the PAIRED single-particle space orbital functions 
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A. DIAGONAL PART 







(k = 1 ) 
(k = 2) 
(Omitted) 
A = abcd 
l~" ， 1__，"， 1 
K (ab) -T K (ac) -T K (ad) -T K (bの-TK (bd)十 1K (cd) 
1 








直313I~ 1 ~ 1 ~-I3[31~1~IEI~lil~l~ 
1十1Iす|引引す|叶il-t|-;|+1l到す卜tl引+1
1-1ト1十;卜{-I~ 1十tl→I-tl叶1トtl叶;.1引+1
2全二|三一1I十まいi1-1 1 +i1 +}1 +} 1 +} 1 +}I引-1-1-1 
4r卜I中Z日1+i I +{-I +t /-% 1 +i /-+i日汗|三/+tl +t戸
H2;= 卜1引-引-;|す|叶-}1引叶1ト十÷トまいま1-1
H2;=乎[K(ω:) -K仰)-K (cb) + K (db) ] 
H2;=去[K(ea) -K (尚一 K(め〉十 K(fめ〕
Hf;一+[K(，ω:)-K (fa)一向b)十 K(fb)J= H1: 
Hf;=主主[K(ec) -K (fc) -K (ed)十 K(fd) J 
H2;=去[K(ω)ー K(fa) + K (尚一 K(fb)ー比例十 2K(fc)] 
E2T去[K同 -K(舟)+ K(め〕一 K(fb)-+K(ec)十-;-K(向
-4K(的+ー;K(戸)J
A" ，/2 f17'-'_' 1 T7/__' 1 HA;=1FLK(da〉 -7K 〔ω)-7K(舟〕十附b) ー ~-K(め)
一÷K(fb〕-2M〉十 K(叫 +Kげの〕
H2;=占[2K(dめ-K(ω) -K(舟)-2K(db)十 K(尚
十 K(fb) ] |三竺丘一|
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Hf;= 1 [ }_ K (ca) ト÷K(向)-K(ω)-K (尚一;K (cb) 
トー K(ab)十 K(め)-1K (州]
.1， TTA; 
HA;三 HA;







(k = 1 ) 
(k = 2) 
(Omitted) 
A = abc 
Hi:ニ一;-K(尚一 1 2 
Hi;=十;- l イ一一 n 
Q 
K (ac)十 1K (bc) 
-1 
Ej;=乎[K(加)-K C叫]口 Hf:
(k = 5) A ニ abcde
K(bd)i k(be) K(de) 
Hi;口 |-tl-;[-引-;[卜 1i -}I -} I -~ i -~ト
H1~ ニト;卜;卜-;(-fi-1l-;(-il →-l-; 卜
Ao 1 I 1 I 1 i 1 1 ， 1 H1~ 1--} I ~ --}，!-..~ -.1- 1 [ +-a ト 2-l ト孟卜 2~ 卜
Ef;= トトト 21 十 t;l-tl-: 卜ト1- 卜 ~-I 一
一件二一[二+土[三上ゴ;(:士十二 1 ご二
I _ V 3 r V (J，n¥ l? (rn¥ i 
A;--2lk(bG)-K (印)J 
Ei;=一千 [K(db) -K (め)-K(尚北(同]
H1! = --a-[K (da)ー仰の]z-H2;
Ef;=占[K(da)ー K(ω)J
Hf;= 1 [K ((的 -K (ω)ー ik(db)十 κ(め)-:)K(dc〕
十+K (eC)] 






43 _ 1 r 3 7< fnn¥ 1 K (rn¥ ._L T< (r1/1¥ L 1< (nn¥.l .11 4 ニマ~l--~-K ゅの一 2K(ω)十K(da)十K(ω)J日日記
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Hi;=去[-2K仰〉十 K(dめ+K(ω)] 
A&. ，/2rv，_ 1 1 41-lk(叫一 -2-K仰〕ー 7K(ω)-2K併)+K似b)
十 K 併)J
A， ~TA HA;=HA; 
II. 
2. 
Formulae of configuration interaction matrix .elements for Triplet state wave function (8 = 1) 
N = 2 (k = 1 ) (Omitted) 




-lK(ab) !-+K(ac) 1一÷K同 i-÷K…すK例 1
1-ι 1 -~- ト÷ |十土 | 
[十十 1 + --~- 1 -1 1 -1 1 十 1 3 
Hf;=王子 [-+K(同十-ik併の一 K(cめ+K(必)J
Hi;一千[K(ca)ーK(制]
Hf;=乎[-2K(ba)十 K同十 K(da) ] 















|ぷ 1(~) I 盆レ孟l(~) I (fc)ム副cfe)I c副盃斗&直)ll紅42むEL
l-1叶il引すi引-~ 1--~-I ーを 1 1 1ーを卜ilーを|引
|引 -2 卜il-+I-il-~-I-{-I 引 -i¥-1 I-i 1叶引引





I-~-I-HI長崎|ι| 寸|-2|-zl司副引+1- 1 1- 1 F>
l÷|;卜 -~-I去ん\-11-+1-il-引-+I-il-il+l+1- 
卜引-引-;|叶f1-1 I-~-I + 1 +/-}I+ I-~-I-1ト1I卜-1
卜t引|一引:|
卜1I-i 1ーさl-l-iI-i I-i I-i I-i 11 + 1+1 +I+1-1 
I Triplet 
Configur，αtion Intemction Matl'ix Elel河ents
Hj;=千[一一;-KW)十ート K(向)一向b)十 K(db) J 
H1~ =一乎 [K(叫一 K(d的]
A白 A白HA~ ニ HA;=O
H1! =--;-[K (同一 K(舟)J
Ei; =王子[K(例 -K(向]ニHi; 
Ei;=J言[-i-K(ω〉ト~;-K(戸)-K (め)十 K(flめ]
H2;=十[~-K(ω) ーート K(舟)十 K(副 - K (fb) ] 
Hf;z主主[K(ec) -K (戸)-K (ed)十 K(〆)J
A2 Vー2 r ，，1< (h，，' ， V (^"， 1< (-l，，¥ i A~ = Ys"'-l-2 K (ba)十 K(ω)十 K(da) J 
Hf:ニーも互[K(ω) -K (j.め]
H1~ ニヅ-[K(oo) -K (向)Jニ E17
42¥/6 r H辺一一子lK (ω) -K (舟)] = H1~ 
L105 
H2izjτ[ーす K(ω〉十t-K(戸〕ト K(め)-K (戸)-2K(ec)十 2K(fC)]
Hi;=J-[-J-K(ω)十 1_K (戸)-1K (eb) -K (fb)一-LK(¢) ¥/言 l 3-'" ~~)' 3 
十一;-K例-;K(d)十 ?K(fめ]
Aり 1 r'7 F__'- n T7 I.rL-"" i 4=一τlK (ω) -K (舟〉十 3K(め)ーは (fb)J 
Ei;=官 [K(同 -K(舟)ー 3K(め)十 3K (fめ〕
A3ー ¥/6r 5 5--L-K(ω)ー12 l 3 K(fa) -K(め)十K(拘ー LlK (ec)十 4K(的〕
H1~ = ~3_ r ~ A6-l k〔eG)-K(fd〕-K(6b〕十K(fb) -K (ec) + K (戸)
6 l 3 
-3K (ed)十 3K (j.め
A4ー ¥/15rA;- ik(叫一一S-K(da)--3-K(ω)一一3K(fo)ー3K併〉12 l 
十 K(db)十 K(eb)十 K(f，め〕
A4ー v30r 2 V U"， 1 17 (n，，¥ 1 ;一一卜 K (da) ー~.. K (ω) 一~K (fa) -2K (db)ぱ(的
12 l 3 3 3 
卜K(fb) ] !百五t I 
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EfiZ1P[ 3K(同十広伸)十 K(ω〕十向、)J 
Ef;=守[-2亙(尚〉十 K(同十瓦(f，め]
A" ，j 2 r 10 v U~， 5 5 ;=31-5(一子 K (da)ー h-K (ω)ー 3【 (μ)-2K 卜K (eb) 
十K(尚一 8K (dc)十4K (ec)十4K(向]
H27=互 2[一子 K (ba)一ド加〕十 K 十K(ω)十K(fa) ] 
H1~ = -~ [ 2 K (da) -K (ω) -K (fめ]= H~~ 
]";5 =.~ 
. r.19 [ーは (da)十 K(伺寸 K例)
Asー¥/2r fi~ = ~ l-2 K (ba)十 K(叫ー s リり 1K (da) 十 ~-K (ω〉十一芸町内)1。 J
Afi 2、/61-H;L-9Ld k(叫 -fk 十 K(叫十 K(角川
A8ー [- ~ノ ;1L K (da) 十 K (ea) ート K(fa) 寸 K(dめ ~- K(eb) 6 
-;-K(的 21ζ(此)十 K(ω) 1ー-K (戸)J
[i11 一一 -K (da)十一つ K (ea)卜ー τ ，K(fa) - 2K (db)十K (eb) 。 υa1 Hf;Z 
トK(fb) I 
FJj;ニ 1 [-;xod〉-jK (da)十-i-K (叫ト :K(向。。
一三-K (cb)一 tk(db)+K(め)ば(fめ]
E12EH21 W Frd叫 uration Il1teracti叩一向山 for伽 aTteも削除 wavefunctl叩
1. N = 3 (k = i) (Omitted) 
2. N = 5 (k = 4) A = abcde 
叫 lk〔同 IK(bc) I K(同 IK (be) I K(cd) I K(Cf3) I K(de) 
三二]九三lヨ王子三日ι三1三
r~ A2 _ 1 _ 1_I _ 5 5 1 5 I _5 1. 1_1._ I 
心 i-.1. 1--3-1 --6-i --6山 I--3-1 ---6 I 子 l-211
4;=|寸 iιil l-zi;(;l-;-l-1|-1l 
bj;=げ [;l÷i-i-l-1l-1l-1(-1l-ll 





407 COllfiguration [JlleractioJt lVlalrix Elements 
4'1 ，j 6 r 77 /.'.， V /..， .<7/.'-' i ZAi=EIE L-K (dd)十 K(ω)-H( (db)十 4K(め)1
H11 = -'i'.~Q r K (da) -K (ea) '1A; -T-lk( )-K 附|
H12ー〉2「111=~;=V3~l- ; K(ω)十 EK(da)十 7K(ω)ーはやめ十 K(db) 
十 K(eb) ] 
E2;=官[-2K (ω)十 K(da)十 K (ea) ] 
H2;=ザ 1-3K(同十 K(叫十 K(制十 K(ω)J
4， ~~A; 
H:4; = H:4 
NONDIAGONAL PAR'l 
I. Formulac of cOllfiguratiol1 il1teractiol1 matrix elemellts for Siuglet state wavc functioll (8 = 0 ) 
1. N A = 2 or 0 ， N B = 2 or 0 (k;[ = 1 ， k B = 'j) 
B. 
H2=(cd l cd) 
A ニ abcc
B = abdd 
H~= ー (bd 1叫ーは (cd1 bα) A = abcc B = cdaa 
H会=ー (ad1 cb)十 2(cd 1 ab) A 口 αbccB = cdbb 
H~ ニー (ad 1 cd) 
H~ ニー {(c 1 h 1 a)十(ca1 aa)十(caIbめ十 (ω1cc) 卜2(ca lPaP，) 
一内
A = abcc 
B = cbdd 
A = abcc 
B = cbaa 
H~ = {(b 1 h 1 d)十(bdI仰)十 2(bd1 PaPα)一(Pad1 bPρ)十(baI ad) 


























A = ab 
B ニ ad
A = ab 
B = db 
A =a叱Z
B = de 
A = abcc 
B = dcbb 
A = abcc 
B = adbb 
A = abcc 
B = dbaa 
A =ab 
B = de 
戸高市1i 
H~= ー (bd Iω〕十 2(cd I ba) 
H~ ニー (cd I ca) 
A = abcc 
B = dcaa 
A α占cc
B = bdaa 
408 
A = abccdd 
B = cdaabb 
A = abcc 
B = acbb 
A = abcc 









A = abcc 
B = dcaα 
A = abcc 
B = aabb 
A = abcc 
B = dbaa 
A = abcc 
B = dcbb 
A = abcc 
B = adbb 
A = abcc 
B = dabb 
A = abcc 
B = acdd 
A = abcc 
B = bcdd 
2， NA = 201" 0， 
A =abcむ
B = abdc 
A ニ abcc
B ニ abcd
A = abcc 
B = debc 
A = abcc 
B = decb 
M. YAMAZAKI 
E会=(ca 1 db)十 (da1 cb) 
H~= 一 {(c 1 h1 b)十(cb1同十(則的)十 (cb1 cc)十2(cb 1凡凡)
一(Psb1 CPa)}十 2(ω1
H~= 一{(c 1 h1め+(ω|附十 (ca1 bb)十(仰ω lc叫Cの〕十 2引(仰印叫IP凡aJλP凡B二α
一内|刊)十 2(cb 1 bめ
H~ = {(b 1 h1め十 (bd1同十 2(bd 1 Pλ 〉ー (Pαd1 bPα)}十(ba1 aめ
H~=v玄{(b 1判的十 (ba1同十 2(ba 1 Pa Pa)ー (Pa"1 bPa)} 
E会= (ad 1 ad) 
E3=〉互{(a1hld)十 (ad1叩)十 2(ad 1 PαPα〉一 (Pad1 aP斗
H~= ー (bd 1叫十 2(cd 1 
E五=ーゾ2(ca I cb) 
時=ー (cd1ω) 
H~ ニー (ad 十 2 (ば|必〕
H~= ー (cd 1 cb) 
H~=一付 1
H~ ニー (bd 1 cd) 
E会=一 (ad1 cめ
NB =4 (kA = 1 ， 
日ー l
kn = 2) 
HB1ニゾ2L ((c1 h [ d)十(cd[仰〕十例 1bb)十μ1cc)十 2(cd 1 Pα 
一(凡dlcml-1(tdlM)ー ;(cblM)]
E32ニゾ2[乎 (ca[ ad)一乎 (cb1 bd)] 
E31ニ v2[((C [h 1め十 (cd[ aa)十(cd1 bb)十似[cc)十2φd[Pα凡〕
一(九dim-t(CGlad〕一十 (cb[ bd) ] 
E32=ぷ-i[一 (ω [aめ十 (cb[ bめ]
H21=-去[(ad1 ce) +似[ae) ] 
42=乎[一 (ad[ ce)十 (cd1 ae) ] 
H~l = 占[(ad [ ce)十 (cd1 ae) ] 
H~2=J{-[(ぱ [ ce)ー (cd1附] Singlet 1 x 2 
A = abcc 
B = adcb 
A = abccdd 
B = bcedaa 
A = abccdd 
B = adecbb 
A = abccdd 
B = caedbb 
A = abccdd 
13 = acedbb 
A = abccdd 
B ニ cadebb




A = abcc 
B = bdec 
A = abcc 
B ニィibec
A = abcc 
B = cbde 
A = abcc 
B = acde 
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E21=♂ [ --i:一 {(clhld)十 (cdI仰)十 (cdI bb)十(州 cc)十 2(cd I P，Pα〉
一伊αdI cPα)} + (cb I bd)ーι(ωIad) J 
H321♂[乎 {theabove} -乎 (caI ad) J 




E21ニ〉玄[-l一(ceI db)一(deIca) ] 
H32zd(叫 db)
E21=♂[ -i-(ce I db)ー(deIcb) ] 
42ロ
- J 1 (ce I db) 
日ーl 目 I 
HB1=¥/2L一言一 (ωIdb)ー (deI cb) J 
H32ニ 3仰 Idb) 
H212♂[士仰Idb)ー (deIcb)] 
42=イ;(CGldb〕
日一 I 開 l 
E五12〉2[-2仰 Ida)一(deI ca)J 
A /3 
B2 ヘ/f(ce I da) 
E21zJ((adice〕-÷(cdlM〕)
H32=一J{-(cd I叫
'"← I 岨 I
HB1ニ ¥/2 L (adI ce)--2一例Iae) J 
E22=dZ(cd lae〕
H11=-去l'(ad I叫十例 Iae) J 
E会2zJUM|Cめ一同 ae)J 
4 1ー 占r(bd Iα)十似 Ibe) J 
H会2ニ 3[一 (bdIα)十 (cdI be 日空止とi
M. YAMAZAKI 
H~l =..去[(adI如何|同]
H22=dZ[一伊dI ce)十 φdI ae) 
A = abcc 

















????A = abcc 
B = bdce 
H~l =σr (ad I ce)ー+(cd I ae) ] 
H22-j(cdlm〉
A = abcc 
B = dbce 
H~l =ー (acI bd)ー(bcI ad) 
H~2 =ー♂ (acI bd) + y百 (bcI ad) 
A = aabb 
B = abcd 
H~l = 去ー (cdI ce) A = abcc B = adeb 
H~2 = Ji (cd I ce) 
H21=-J言(cd同〉
A = abcc 




A = abccdd 
B = ecdbaa 
H31=♂(一 (ωIdめ十÷(deM)〕
H32=-A(de|叫
A = abccdd 
B = cedbaa 
H21=去r(ce I da) +伊el叫]A = abccdd B = cdebaa 
H32=dZ((ceida)一体Ica) 
H~l =何[一 -;-{φIh Iの+(cd I aめ十例|納+似Icc)十2(cd I PaPa) 
一仇dI cPa)}ー;(叫 ad)十 (cbIb刈
H32=♂(手 (theab州一手(ωIad) ] 
H~l =σr (bd I ce)ー+(cd I be) J 
H22-JE(cd|be〉
A = abcc 
B = dace 
A =ab，ω 
B = dabc 
I stng附 X2I 
H31zJ((叩 e)一士 (bdI ce) J 
H32=-JZ(M|叫
A = abcc 
B = dcae 




? ????? ???????? ?? ??ー ?
???「?1 
H21=ー
A = abcc 
B = cade 
E222A[(州 α) 州 be)J 




B ~~ cdae 
E21ー 占[(州同十 (cdI be) ] A ニ abccB = deac 
Ei=A[一(bdI叫十 (cdI be) J 
E212〉E[(bdl叫ーJ「〔ωi旬)J 
Eえ=ー J4(cdlbe) 
A = abcc 
B ニ adec
H21=♂[ (bd Iω〉一 ;(cdlbe)J
E22=ペー (cdIbe) 
A = abcc 
B ニ daec
1I ~1 = y2 [(Cd I ce) J 
Hi=。
A ニ abcc
B = de，αb 
H312ー (adI bめー (bdI ae) 
日一 -HË~ =ーy3 (ad I的十 ¥/3(bdlω〉
A 
HE1 ニ 2(ad I be)ー (bdI ae) 
ff22ニ〉百 (bdI附
A = aabb 
B = deab 
A = aabb 
B = daeb 
E31ニ 2(ad I be)ー (bdI ae) 
E丸一〉百 (bdI ae) 
A = aabb 
B = dabe 
E1ニ 2(αdI be)ー(bdI同
Eえニー y3(bd I ae) 
E1=(ddlbE)ー (bdI ae) 
】一-HH2= 〉3似dlbの十 y3 (bd I ae) 
A = aabb 
B = adeb 
A = aabb 
B ニ abde
H21ニ 2(ad I be)ー (bdI ae) 
E32z 〉否 (bdI ae) 




H主会乱2 ィ;((brl ice) ー (cd I be
A = abcc 
B = cade 
412 M. Y AMAZAKI 
A = abccdd TTA 1 B zacdbu HB1=子言 (ce1 de) 










? ?? ?? ? ???
H22=-JZ仰|ぬ〕
A = abccdd TTA 
B = abcdee HB1 一Y2 (ce 1 dの
H22=O 
A = abccdd TT A 
B = cdabee H B1 =ー y2 (ce 1 de) 
H324 
A = abcc TT A ，~ r 1 
B = adbc HB1 = Y 2 l -T (φ1 h 1め+似 iω:)+似 Ibめ十(州α)+2似 1PaPa) 
一町 |cm-÷ 例 aめ十 (cb1 bd)J 
H22=〉E[-王子 {theabove}十字 (ca1 a，の]
A = abcc TTA ー r 1 
B :;'~~bd HB1 = y2卜τ {(c1 h 1 d)+ (cd 1 aa)十(cd1 bb)十(cd1α〉十2例 1PaPa) 
一仇d1 cPa)}十例尚一士 (cb1 bd) ] 
H32=〉E[-乎 {theabove}十字 (cb1 bd) ] 
A = abcc TTA ー r 1 E -;:， "d;o HB1 = y 2 l-T{(c 1 h 1 d)十例 |ω)十(cd1 bb) +似 1cc)十2例 1PaPa) 
一(PJlcm}-÷(ω1ad)十 (cb1 bd納め)
H422Z〉玄[一千代heabove)十字 (ω|同]
A = abcc TTA ー「E -;:， "d~;;b H五1= y21 (φ1 h 1 d) + (cd 1 00)十似 1bb) +似 |α〉十2似 1Pa Pa) 
一(Pad1 cPa)} すー一 (ω1ad)一÷(cb|bめ]
A 13r/__，_.J-. /_LI 1-J，I 
B2 イ玄l(ca 1 a均一。b1 bd) j 
A = abcc 
B = cadb 
ーHli1=〉2!-i一{(c1 h 1め十似 iω)+ (cd 1 bb)十(cd1α) + 2 (cdIPaPa) 
一(Pad1 cPa)}十例 Iad)ー一;-(cbl附
E422=〉互可[一王子 {theabove}十字(川
A = abcc 
B = cdab H31=〉E「{(C|hld)十(cd1同十 (cd1 bb) + (cd 1 cc)十2似 1PaPa) 
一仇dl内}ー士仲 Ibめ-士(ωlaめ]
H~2 =何[一乎 (ca1 ad) +乎φb1 bd) ] I Sing州
3. NA =2， 
A = abccdd 
B = abefcd 
A = abccdd 
B = acefdb 
A = abccdd 
B = caefbd 
A = abccdd 
B = cdejt幼
A = abccdd 
B = aedfbc 
A = abccdd 
B = eadfcb 
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NB =6 (kA = 1， kB = 5) 
H~l =ー(川町〕ー (de1げ〉
E32=H23z H14=O 
H25=一〉百 (ce1可)+ v'吉 (de1げ)
A 1 HE1 = -2 -(ce 1 Gぴ〉十互 (de1 cf) 
A .J3 {""'-/-'" . ，/3 B9 一王子 (ce1 df)十三宮一体 lげ〕
E122ー 〉吉 (de1げ〕
A 3 Hhziz 〔CGldf)-F〔deiげ〕
A _ .J3 
K 一一 Y-2"-(ce ! d f)十 s-(delcf〉
H21=÷(αI df)十 ;(deiザ〉
A _.J 3 {~" I -/.n .J 3 HB2--r(C6l df〕-I(dGlcf) 
fIi-〉E(d6iザ〕
A 3 HE生 2一 (ce1 df) -ー;-(de 1 cf) 
H~ ーゾ 3 (~" I rl.f¥ .J 3 E 5 = T (ce 1 df)一三一 (de1 Cf) 
H21ロー (ω1df)ー (deIげ〉
ー一 一
HB2 = -.J 3 (ce 1 df) + .J 3 (de Iげ〕
A ~TA 
HB8z H BJ H BJO 
Eiz-;-(de|約一仰 ldf)
A ー ¥/3
B2 =-"2一 (de1 cf) 
山一
H23=一.J2 (ce 1 df) 
Q 
HB4 = --i-(de I cf) + (ce ! df) 
EZA)3 .¥1ー (de1 cf) B5 -'2 
H21=;(de1げ)ー(判明
A ¥/3 一主乙 (de I cf) B2 ---2 
日-
HB3 =ー .J2加 1df) 
H丸=-~- (de 1 cf)十 (ce1 df) 
H35ニー乎伸|げ)
413 
414 M. YAMAZAKI 
A = aba剥 A 1 
B = acdebf HB1 = T (ce I df)ー(deI cf) 
HAB2 -ー〉-73(ce|df) 
Híー~s = '.1'2 (ce I df) -'.1'2 (de I cf) 
A 1 HE4 = T (ce I df)十(deI cf) 
H~5 =一千 (ceI df) 
A = abccdd A 1 
B = cadefb HB1 = T (ce I df)一(deIげ)
HAB-一-"一/一!(ce I df) 2 2 
H23=〉互(ceI df)一〉互 (deIげ)
A 1 HB4 = T (ce I df)十(deI cf) 
HABE -ー-〉7S(csldf〉
A=abαdd A 
B = efabcd . HB1 =ー (ceI df)ー(deI cf) 
A TTA 
HB2 = HB5 =0 
H38=ー 〉吉伸 Idf)十ゾ玄 (deIげ)
A HB4 = (ce I df)ー(deI cf) 
A 口 abccdd A 
B = ecabdf HB1 = 2 (ce I df)ー(deI cf) 
A TTA HB2 = HB5 =0 
A HBs=一'.1'2 (de I cf) 
A HB4口 (deI cf) 
A = abccdd A 
B = ceabfd HB1 = 2 (ce I df)ー(deI cf) 
A TTA 
HB2 = HB5 =0 
A HBS =ー ゾ互 (deI cf) 
A HB4 = (de I cf) 
A = abccdd A 
B = cdabef HB1 =一(ceI df)ー(deI cf) 
A TTA HB2 = HB5 =0 
A HBs=一、/2(ce I df)十'.1'玄 (deI cf) 
A HB4 = (ce I df)ー(deI cf) 
A = abccdd A 1 [竺glet1 x5| B = aefdbc HB1=三l(de I cf)一(ceI df) 
A = abccdd 
B = eafdcb 
A = abccdd 
B = acedbf 
A = abccdd 
B = caedfb 
4. NA = 4， 
A = abcd 
B = eacd 
A = abcd 
B = ebcd 
Configuration Interaction Matrix Elements 




H31口 ÷(deiげ〉一 (ceI df) 
A _ v'3 Bz=--r(de|cf) 
H28z〉玄拘|げ〉一〉吉例 Idf) 










42目玉手 (ceI df) 
日 -
HBS= vー'2 (de I cf) 
H~4，="" 会 (ceI df)十(制約
H35田一手例年)
NB=4 (kA=2， kB=2) 
H~: = -{(b I hIの十 (beIω)十(beI cc)十。eldめは併Ip.p.) 
一(PaeI町}+ゅal同一士 (bcI ce) ÷ー(川e)
H2i=一千 (bc同)十字 (bdIゐ)=一 H3;
H会!= {出e加 e}+ (伽 100)一士ゅcl叫ー÷。d1dの
H~: = {伊Ih Iめ十何 Ibb) + (ae I的十例 Id均十 2(ae I PaP.) 
ー(PaelaPa)}-ゆ Ibの十一土抑 Ice:)十士 (adI嗣
H~ト H2;=手 (ac I ce) ヂー (adI de) 
415 
H~! = {the above}十ゆ Ibの-÷(mlm〉-÷(dlゐ，)I Singlet 2x2 
416 
A = abcdoo 
B = becdaa 
A = abcdoo 
B 仮調cdbb
A = abcdoo 
B = acefbb 
A = abcdee 
B = oobfcc 
A = abcdoo 
B = acedbb 
A = abcd 
B = abce 
A = abcdee 
B =fecdaa 
M. YAMAZAKI 
H3;口(⑩Ih I a)十(ω|側)十 (00I bb) +何 Icの十例 Idめ十 (ωleの
3 
+2(ooIPaPα〕一 (PaaI ePa)t - 2一(ecIω)ーヨプ (edI da) 
A1ー'.13 (n~ I M' '.1 3 HB~= ー HB2-7(eclcめーす例|ぬ)
H~トー {the above} + 2 (eb I bめ+÷(mlcaHj 例|ぬ)
H2;=ー {(eI hI b)十(め Iaa)十(め Ibめ十例|α)十ゆ Idめ十(め 10)
3 
十 2(，ωIPα均一 (PabI ePρt + T (ec I cb)十豆一 (edI db) 
H会=H2;=一手 (ecI cb) +手(00I db) 
H~~ =-{the a州十2抑|尚十 ÷(uμb〕+}(山b)
H2;=一ート (dfIめ〉
A. 、/34=九三 (dfI尚一 '.13(ef I db) 




Al_ '.13 HË~ = V 2" (df I ec)-'.18 (ef I dc) 
A， 1 HË~=す (dfI叫一 (efIぷ)
H~トー+ { (eI hI b)+ 0め|仰)十付 Ibめ十例|同十(め Idd)十。bl同
十 20め IPaPa)ー (PablePa)}十 -2(ulcめ
H1，2 = vn3 {the abovef -vn3 (ec I cb) -'.13 Ë~ V')" j above~ ')" 'ー 例 Idb) 
H2;=王子 {thea吋-'.1百抑|め)ー王子 (ecI cb) 
H2:=士{ぬeab吋一 (eaIめ)+-L(M10)ー(edI耐
H~~ = {(d I hI e)+ (ぬ 100)十仰 |ω)十(仰 Icc)十2(de I PaPα) 
一(PaeI dPρ} -+ (da I 00)ー士 (dbげの十 (dcI cの
A， ~~A .， ，/す、/吉HË~ = HË~ = 一コ~ (da I 00) 十三~ (db I be) 
H~ト {the 伽吋十す伊aI 00)十士 (dbI be)一体 Ice) 
H2i=一(bfI ea)十 2(ef I bめ
H2;z H2i=0 
H~~ = (ザIe，め singlet 2xD 
A = abcdee 
B =feα'ibb 
A = abcdee 
B = efcdaa 
A ニ abcdee
B = acfedd 
A = abcdee 
B = bdfecc 
A = abcdee 
B =ac，プebb
A = abcdee 
B = bdfooa 
A めcdee
B = abcdff 
A = abcdee 
B 口 afbecc




H~~ 一 (bf I叫十 2伊fI ba) 
EJA1-ーB2 H~~ =0 
H~~ =-(bf I 00) 
FI3:=;-(bf16d)一(げIbd) 
ヰン乎 (bfI ed) 
H~~ ニヅ (bfI ed)ーゾ玄 (efI bd) 
H~~ =-~~~(ザ I ed) 
A~ 1 HB~ = τ(af I ec)-(ef I前〕
E 41 〉3ー¥一 (afI ec) B2 -~-2 
A.2 ¥/3 HË~ = 一 2'~ (af I ec)ーゾ3(ef I ac) 
Ei;ー -iMi叫
H~~ =}-(df Iめ)-(ef I db) 
H会;=一乎(年|め)
H~~ =乎 (dfIめ)一〉百〔ザ Idb) 
A9 1 
HEトτ (dfI eb) 
A1 1 HB~ = -2-(cf Iω:) -(ef I叫
4;一字 (cfI叫
H~~ =乎(ザlω〉一ゾす (efI ca) 
E3;=;(げ lω)
H1;1 B1 
A HB! = 
H~~ = (ef Iザ)
H2i=。
A1 1 B;=2(dfl的一 (efI dc) 
H~! =ヅー (dfI ec)一〉百(ザ Idc) 
417 
伊平7お寸
M. YAMAZAKl 418 
HAZ¥/3 Bi ーョー (dfI ec)












? ??A = abcdee 
B=fi縦場'Cc
H2i一王子 (dfI釘)
HA1 Ê~=2一 (dfI ec)
HA11 Ë~ = T(df I ec)-(ef I d，のA =abcd回B = eafbcc 




H2:= ♂[ーす~ {(e I hI f)十(ザ|雌)十 (efI bめ十(ザi叫十(ザIdめ
+叫ん2(ef I P"，P"，)一(P"，fI eP"，)}十(則的十す (ecμ;j)
一一上(め Ibf)十士側Idf) ] 
H-<C，1 =ゾ吉r(ec I cf) -(00 I df) 1 B27((ω!の一 J 
泊 r 1 1 1 ... ...i HE! = v'玄(ー巧 {the伽 ve}+百(め|げ〕十夜 (00I df) J 
A. . ，"" r 1 .. 3 1 1 .... _， i H2;=♂ l-if-{the above}ーす (ecI Cf)ーτ(め lげ)十干 (00I df) J 
H~! = v'玄[一千 (ecμf)十王子 (edI df) ] = H~~ 
(kA = 2， NB =6 NA=4， 
A = abcdee 
B = eacdfb 
5. 
Hi;=d[士 {theabove}ー会(lcIげ〕十÷(め lm-:一例Idf) ] 
H2;=去{theabove}一。blげ)一 (00Idf) J 
H3;=σ[手{theabove} -v'43 (ec同i) ヅーwbf〉-EiZ(山 lf)] 
H~: = v'互[-+ {the above} +抑Iaf)ー士伊|ザ)+士(仰'1)
ー士 (00I州
I st昭 let2x5 I 
H~~ = v'互[{(e I hI f) + (ef I 00)十(efI bb) + (ef I cc)十(efI d，の+(，ザ|的
1 + 2 (ef I P"，P"，)一(P"，fI eP"，)}一2(ωlaf)一T(めIbf) 
-;(u|げ)-+ (00I df) ] 
H2;zd[一抑 Iaf)十ゆ|げ)] 
A = abcdee 
B=abザ'cd
419 C01'lfiguration lnteracti01I MatrI.t Elenwttts 
_ UA2 
- .L1. Bl Ei;=H3;=0 










H~~ = v'玄[ー トー {(eI h I f)十 (efIω)十〔げ Ibb)十(efI如何 Idd) 
十 (efIω)十 2(ef I PaPa)ー (PafI ePa)} -~~- (ωI af)ト(ebIlゲ)
ti(mi げ〕十十(川~f)J 
A = abcdee 
B =facdeb 
A2 _ v'6 r (nn I n'''， ， (nril ri'" i HB;=-HB;=-HB1-7(一(ecIザ)+ (ed I df) J 
H会;ートheab吋十(ωIaf) + (ec Iげ)
H会;σ[ート陶 abovei-÷ 仰 Iaf)十す (ec Iげ)-+ (edI df) ] 
H~~ = v'百[ー ト (theab州一 ÷(ωIaf)一伸 Ibf)十十(則的
十一ト(川[f)J 
H3;=去[{theabove}ー(ωiザ)一例 iげ)'1 
H~! = v'2 [v'3 3 (the伽吋-Y)~ (00 I af)一日 (eclcf)ー立(edI df)1 l 3 3 12 ' 4' ，/ J 
4 n ，~ r 1 1 ， 3 ， 3 ，.，. __ i HE十〉引-2-{the above)一-2(ca I af) +τ(ec I cf)十干 (edI df) J 
H~~ = v'2 [一士{伊 Ih I f)十(げ iω〕十〔仰い(げ |α)十(ザ Id，め
十(ザ Iee) + 2 (ef I Pa Pa)一仇fI ePa)}十(ωiザ)一士くωIbf) 
十;一例 Icf)十1一例 Idf)J 
A2 ー ¥/6r (nr I r+¥ ，( nri I ri"， '1 HB;=-EB;=HB1-7(一(ec ザ)十 (ed df) J 
H会;=-h巴 abo寸十(め|ザ〕十洲町)
A < ，~r 1 ，. 1 ，.，. __ 3 ， ... '1HE! = v'2lτ{the above} -T (め Ibf) -"i~(ec I cf)十T (edl df) I 
4 ~- r 1 ， ， 1 3 ， 3 ，. . .. i HE! = v' 2 l'--~- {the above} -T (め 1 げ)十干 (ω! げ〕十~- (ed I df) J 
d;=合[{theab州一 (ebI bf)ー(edI df) J 戸高石丁!
A = abcdee 
B = aecdbf 
M. YAMAZAKI 
E会トゾ吉[手(th巴町}一千帆 bf) デー (eclcf)一主同
E2;=ゾE[÷itheml-判的ーす (eb1約十 ;(EClげ)
十十 (edi df) ] 
H~~ =v玄[{(e 1 h 1 f)十(ザ|側)十(ザ 1 十 (efI cc)十(げ 1dd)十(ザ |ω)
十2何 i九九〕一 (PJism-;(山 if)一士 (e引 bf)
一ート (ec1 cf)ー+(ed 1 df)J 
A = abcdee 
B = abfecd 
420 
E3;=A[〔ω1af) やーb1 bf) ] 
Az zEJB1 E会;zO正ZA1-B3ー
Ed;η//i[(ι; 1約一 (ed1 
z 占[一例|げ)十洲町)I 
? ? ???? ?? ?????? ???
?
? ， ， ? 、 、???????
? ? ?りω Az _ HB~ = 
十字(ec1ザ)(eb 1 (ea 1 af)一[〈3M~~ r~ne ilDOVe) -。A2 _ EZ34ー
十字似 1df) J 
H2;=古[一 (ω1af)十(劇的)
;[(θ げ'lf)十(ef1叫十(ザ 1bb)十何 1c.の十(州制)
;ー(ea1 af)十(ぬ lげ〉
E2;ロゾ2[-
十 (ef1 ee)十 2(ef 1 PαP.)ー (Pαfl 一
十-f(釘lげ)十)洲町)J
A = abcda 
B = afcdbe 
Ei;Z Eji=ヅ[(ω|げ〕ー (ed1 df) J 
E会!= -{the呂b吋十例|ザ〕ー(釘!の





Ei;=♂ [V33 (the山)一手(山if)一五iZ(山口一千帆df)J 
r- 1 1 3 . 3 . ^' 1= V2[i-{the伽吋十 :F(ea 1ザ)--4' (ec 1約一-4-(ed 1 df) J 
仁高蒜Z~(Omitted) kB =!i) (kA = 5， NB =6 NA =6， 日。
421 
ロ.Formulae of ωnfiguration interaction matri玄 elementsfor Doublet state wave function 
(bi) 
NA =1， 
C仰 ifigurationInteraction Matrix El，師側ts
kB = 1) (kA = 1 ， NB=1 














B =dbb = (a I hI d)+ 2 (ad I Pa Pa)一(PadI aPa) H~ 
kB =2) 
ーー IHB1 = v' 2 L {(bI hI d)+似 Iaa)十 (bdI bb)十 2伽 IPaPρ-(Pa d I bPρ} 
ーす一(卸 Iad) ] 
H32=-J20alaの




H~l =一会[同 be)十側Iae) ] 
E22=ほ[(adIお)ー (bdI ae) ] 
H31=〉互 [{(bI hI d)十 (bdI仰)十 (bdI bb)十 2似 IPaPa)ー (Padl町}







HB1 = v' 2 (bd Ibe) 
H324 






H21zー去 (bdI be) 
H32=dZ(bdlbe〕
ーー
HB1早 v'2 L (ad I bの一す (bdI ae) J 





1 x2 Doublet 1 x 1， 
H~l =去[(cdI ba) + (bd I叫]
H~2 = Jf[ー(cdI均十 (bdI叫〕
A = abb，ω 
B = dbcaa 
422 
A = o1Jbcc 
B = bdcuω 
A =abb 
B =dab 
A = abb 
B = dba 
A = abb 
B = bad 
M. YAMAZAKI 
E21=去[(bd 1 ca) -2 (叩め]
A /3 Bz = V (bd 1 ca) 
41=キ[一 {(blhld)十(bd1制)十ゆdl時十2φdlPaPa)ー (P州問)}
十日 (ba1 ad) ] 
H~2 = J{ [{the above} ] 
H~l = d-2~ [一 {(b1 h1 d)十ゆdl仰)十 (bd1 bb)十2(bd 1 PaPα〕一仇dl民)}
十 2(ba 1 ad) ] 
E32=J2(一{theab州)
H11z去[一 {(b1 h1 d)十(bd1叫十 (bd1 bb)十2(bd 1 Pa Pα〉一 (PadlbPα)}
十 (IJci cd
2 = l~ [{the ab叫ーゆa1ad)J
A = abbcc ~vA 1 r n_1 ， ~ f " ， ， -1 
B = bcdaa HB1 マτL(bd 1叫-2 (cd 1 bめj
H32z-JZ(bd!叫
A = abbcc vvA 
B = abcdd HB1 ーゾ 2(bd 1 cd) 
E合 =0
'-'2 
A = abbcc 
B = bcadd 
A = abIJ 
B ニ二 dea
A = abb 
B =bde 
A = (J，bb 
B = bda 










H~l =一志 (bdI be) 
42ニ - Ji (bd I be) 
41z-占[(ad1 be)十 (bdI ae) ] 
E32=ペ[(adI be)ー (bdI叫]
H~l =占[一 {(bI h I d)十側 i叫十 (bd1 bめ十 2似 1PaPa)一仇dI bPa)} 
一(baI aめj
H~2 = Ji[一{加山e)十 (ba1 ad) J 
423 Configuration Interaction Matrix Elements 
H A 1 
B1 子宮 (bd¥ cd) 
A =abb，ω 
B = bacdd 
H22口 -JZ(bdl叫
H1， = :" r B1 巧 L-{(c¥h¥d)十 (cd¥同十 2糾 bb)十 (cd¥ cc)十2(cd¥ p.p.) A = abbcc B = dcabb 
一仰¥cp.)} + 2仰|叫+洲崎]
H~2 = JI[一{theabo吋十紳 ¥bの]
kB = 5) (k.A = 1 ， NB=5 N.A = 1， 3. 
A 1 HE1 = T(bd ¥ ce)十三 (cd ¥ b，のA = abbcc B =d，由UlC
H22=乎 [(bd¥ ce)十例 ¥be) ] 
H~3 =手[(bd¥ ce)一。d¥ be) ] 
H24早-{-[ (bd¥ ce)一(cd¥ be) J 
H25=〉玄〔ゆd¥ ce)ー例 ¥bの]
Hit一例|叫ー (cd¥ be) 
H32=H34z H 25zo 
H133 =ゾ3L (bd¥ ce)ー(cd¥ be) j 
4 1 = ーφ似糾d引|μc伽Gの〉H+÷ (cd川
-一一『H132 = y3似 ¥ce)一主子 (cd¥ be) 
A = abbcc 
B = abcde 
A = abbcc 
B = dabec 
HA 1/一3"133 = V2:!. (cd ¥ be) 
A 3 H134， =2一(cd¥ be) 
Hi=0 
H31=-9d|cの十÷。dlbのA = abb，ω B = badec 
























A = abbcc 
B = dabce 
424 
A = abbcc 
B = dbaec 
A ニ abbcc
B ニ dαebc
A = abbcc 
B = dbace 
A = abbcc 
B = abdec 
A ニ abbcc
B = adbce 
A ニ abbcc
B = bcade 








E35=ー ゾ玄 (cd1 be) 
412-;[(bd l CG)十 1be) ] 
42ニー乎[似 1ce)十 (cd1 be) ] 
E38ニヲ[一 1ce)十〔州 be)J 
Eiニ ι[一(bd1叫十例 1
4 5口。
H31=一(bd1叫十一土 (cd1 be) 
E39=ー 〉す (bd1 ce)十右手。d1 be) 
HAZ71tTE(td i bs)B3 2 
A 1 
E54=r (cdlbめ
E45= (cd I be) 
E会122似 !ω)ー (cdI be) 
H会2 H乱=E25=O
E13=dod lbG〉
E会1= 2 (何回)ー (cd1崎
z色=H丸ニ E35ニO
Eizゾ否やdI be) 
Ffizi〔(bdltの十 (cd1 be) J 
42=手[(bd1α〕十 (cdI be) ] 
43 2 王子[(bd1 ce) ー (cd I be) ] 日吉田
425 C01ぴigHrationIntω'action ，Matrix Elements 
H34=;-[(州 ce)ー(cdI b8) ] 






























? ?A = abbcc 
B = badce 
E33=乎 (cdI be) 
A 3 HB4 = ~2-- (cd I be) 
H-{， =0 
.-i) 
H212ー ゆdlcめ一 (cdI bの
H32ニ E242EizO
H33=〉3(M|CG〉一 y3 (cd I be) 
A = abbcc 
B = adebc 
H212 i-[(bdlω)十洲崎〕
H~2 =乎[(bdIω〕ー (cdI be) ]ロEi
H乱=一一;(bdiω)十土 (cdI be) 
H35=ゾ玄令dI be) 
412す似|叫 -(cd I be) 
42=E23=一平 (bdIα〕
Hiz上(bdI ce)十 (cdI be) 
H35=〉吉 [(bdI ce)一(cdI bの]
H~l =ー (beI cd)十 i-(ceibd) 
A T7A一、/3EB2zEns一一一子 (ceI bd) 
Hi=(bs|cd〉十士仰 Ibめ
ー-，
E五E=〉2L-(belcd)十 (ceI bd)j 
A = abbcc 
B = dbcea 
A = abbcc 
B = bcdea 
A = abbcc 
B = cbeda 
「五五市τl
H212-(cd1be)十 ÷(MICE)
A TTA ，/ HB2=HBs=ー三竺 (bdI ce)
E24ニ (cdI be)十 -;(bdlce)
パー I ι 
E35z 〉2[一(cdI同十 (bdI叫|
A 1 
HB1=-E(ωI bd)一(beI cd) 
A = abbcc 
B ロ debca
A = abbcc 
B = edcba 
426 
A = abbcc 
B = bdeca 
A = abbcc 
B =bd雌 lC
A = abbcc 
B = bacde 
A = abbcc 
B = bdace 
4. NA =3， 
A=めcdd
B = bedcc 
M. YAMAZAKI 
H32= ヨA 'ー.13B3 ---2一(ce1 bd) 
A 1 HB4 = T (ce 1 b，め十 (be1 cd) 
H~5 =ゾ互〔伊 Ibめー(伽bωel叫
A 1 r"".， ""， i HB1 =τ ゆd1 ce)十 (cd1 be) J 
H32 1 His =王子 [(bd1 ce) ー (cd 1 be) ] 
H~4 =-会 (bd1 ce) +士(叩'e)
H25口〉互 (cd1 be) 
H~l =一ゆ似糾d引|同c如eの)汁十一÷ι(cd川
H42=ー ♂ (bd1叫+手 (cd1拘
H1-ー〉百BQ = V<)" (cd 1 be) 
HA 1 B4 = T(cd 1 be) 
H25E〉互 (cd1 b，の
H21=;-〔(bdice)十 (cd1 be) ] 
H32=一千 [(bd1 ce)十 (cd1拘]
H28ロヂ[ー (bd1叫+似 1be) ] 
H~品目+[一(叫ん似 1 be) ] 
H25zO 
H~l =-(bd 1 ce)十士 (cd1同
H322ー ♂ (bd1的十字 (cd1 be) 
H~3 =ー 王子(叩e)
H~4 = すー一 (cd1 be) 
Hi=一〉玄(ぱ1be) 
NB=3 (kA=2， kB =2) 
A， 1 4=γ(ae 1 dc)一体|叫
H1-~ =-Ý~ B9-ー ノー (ae1 dc) 
H1-: =一〉百B~  -T (00 1 dc)十'.13 (de 1 ac) 
H2;=一一上回 1dc) DO山 2xD
427 Configurati仰 Inte叩 cti仰 MatrixElen附 ts
H2:口 (beIげ〕十 (ω|ザ)
Hi;z H2:出 O
H~: = (00 Iのー (ceIザ)
H~~ = -(be I da)十士 (deI同
時;-4トーヂ (deI ba) 
A =abc 
B =oof 
A = abcdd 


























A = abcdd 
B = aedcc 
H2:国土〔抑Idc)十 (acI de) ] 
H2;=-4トヂ〔一例|ゐ〕十 (acI de) ] 
A = abcdd 
B = debcc 
H~: = +cωI dc)一-L(m|必)
H~~ = {ゆIh I e)十。e100)十(beI cc)十2(be I PaPa)ー (P.eI町}
一士 (ba同〕十ゆcI ce) 
A =abc 
B =aec 
A， ~TA.， ，j 3 EB;=Hdzyr(拘 100)
H~: = {the a吋十す (baI 00)ー(bcI的
H~~ = {φI h Iの+(ce I叫+伊 Ibb)十 2(celp.pρー (P.eI cP叶
一÷(calmH伸 Ibe) 
A =abc 
B = aeb 
H3;-H2十王子(ω100)
H2;=一{thea叶-士(ωIae)十。bI be) 
H~~ = - {(d I hIめ+(da I 00) + C伽 Ibb)十(向 Icc) + (向 Idの
1 ___. _ _ 
+ 2 (da I p.p.)一(P.aI dPρi十7 伊blbめ十す (dcI叫
A =abcdd 
B = dbcaa 
H~!= H去十手 [(dbI ba)一(dcIca)] 
H~トー {the ab吋十;併bI:bめ+会 (dcI叫
H~十十 [(de I ba) +' (bω叩8
A2一V3 r， AnI hn' rhn I rln' i 
HE記;z HBh1 一l一 (併deI b，刷aめ〉 一 (be I da) J 
A =abcdd 
B = edcaa 
|~oublet 2 x 2 1 
A.， 3 HË~ = T (de I ba)一--2(be I da) 
Hi:=ー(belda)+÷(de|加〕A = abcdd B =decaa 
M， YAMAZAKI 428 
A2一〉 ηEB;= E B1-互主 (deI ba)
E会;=ー (beI da)トミー併記i加〉
Hj十一 (ceI州十古一体|叫
Al _ HAzー ¥13EB2-- 31一一言、 (deI ca) 
A = abcdd 
S ニ debaa
Q 
H~; = (ce I da)一つ子 (deIω〕
Ef;=伊bI ec)十 (dcIめ〉
H1;~ = B2 -
H~; = I ec)ー似clめ)
Eiizo 
A 口 abcddee
B = adebbcc 
十 2(de I cb) 
E会:=0
E3;ー (ce
H1;-: = B2 
H~~ =ー仰







2'-'(ce I da) 
A = abcdd 
B = bdeaa 
十〉吉 (deI ca) Az一 /η B1 ← 一正 (ceI 
E会;=一 ;-(cslぬ)
十一上併記 |ω)H~~ =ー (ceA = dbcdd B = db喧aa
A1 _ c，-rA2一一 ¥13EB;=EB1ー τ(ぬ Ica) 
(de I ca) H~:= ー (ce I 十
す τA9
f1 B; A1 1 EB;ー τ (deI da) =一A = dbcdd B = becaa 
=吋十一字 (deI da) 
H~! = (da I eb)一-L(ωlめ〉
A:1 _ TTAz _ ¥13 HE;z HB1--F抑 Idb) 
A = abcddee 
B = decaabb 
H~; = (向|め〉十す (ω
H2;=E3;=一(aeI de) 
E2; 口 H~~ =0 
A = abcdd 












?? ? ? ?
?
? ? ? ??????
?
??A ニ abcdd
B = cedbb 
Doublet 2x2 
429 C仰 :figurationlnteracti側 MatrixElem剖 ts' 












A.， 1 Hd=l同 Ide) 
A9 ，j 3 
42XT(Ge l de〉
A = abcdd 
B = bcdee 
A， 1 HB~ =τ (ae I dc)ー(deI ac) 
A1ー¥/3
Bz一一τ(aeI dc) 
A = abcdd 
B = bedcc 
時十一王子 (aeI dc) + y3 (de I ac) 
H1;=-t(aei dc〉
H~~ =-士r(da I eb)十 (dbIω)J 
H3;=乎[(daI尚一 (dbI ea) J 
A = abcddee 
B = cdeaabb 
H去十一王子[(da I eb恥〕汁十 (d必川b














??A = abcddee 
B = dbeaacc 
H1，z = (da I ec)十J-〔dclω〕
山リ 副
H会;=一一;-(dbiu〉ーす (dcI eb) 
4;=一乎 [(dbI ec)十付cI eb) J 
A = abcddee 
B = deabbcc 
H21=王子[(db I ec)一体 Ieb) ] 
422一一上(め Iec)十i(dclめ)
H~~ = (da I eb)一 ;μbl叫
1 _ TTA2 _ y 3 
HB;-EB1一τ 似blω〉
A = abcddee 
B = dceaabb 
H3「一 (daI eb)一す (dbIω〕
A， 1 HË~ = T (ce I db)一(deI cb) 
A1 _ y 3 IAn I "h'， 1'0 h 一Y2V (ce I db)十 y3 (de I cb) 
A = abcdd 
B = daebb 
|ヱ竺出こ2I 




一(deI cb) HA1-1fpn B1--~\W 
A = abcdd 
B =dωbb 
H3;=乎 (ceI db)一ゾ百 (deI cb) 
(ce I db) 
H~~ =ー (deI db) 
H2izo 
H~~ =-


























? ? ? ↑??
??ょ??
?
? ??A = abcdd 
B = eadbb 




1 1 ， l 
IPα均一(凡aldPα)}+γ (db I拘)十す (dcIω) J 
!11 _ T7 A2 _ V 3 r¥ E2=H B1-I L帥!何)一体 Ica) J 
Ed;=-lthe伽刊j十一ι(め I 十一;(dc|ω〕
E3:=士(beI尚一 (deI bc) 
H1，~ =-Bzー
十 (daIcc)十H~~ = [一 ((dI hI a)十(伽|仰〕十 (da
十2
A = abcdd 
B = dbcaa 
A = abcdd 
B = daecc 




H3:=-;〔(dclm〉十(釘 Ida) ] 
H~~= 乎[一帆 ω) 十(判例)
A = abcddee 
B = bdeccω 
E 3 : =乎 [CdC I ea) 十 (ec I刈d向耐Gめ)
H~会;ト口 i十一[じ一(併dc Iω) -1(ec Iぬ)J
H会:=(め|ω〕一一;(め|向)
H~! = H~~ =乎(め|出)
A = abcddee 
B ニ edcbbaa
Doublet 2x2 
H~~ = (db I ea)十-;一(め Ida) 
H~~ = -+{ (cI hI e)十何|仰)十 (ceI bb)十2(ce I Pa Pa)一内 ICPα)}
すー (ωIae) すー仲Ibe) 
A =abc 
B = bae 
431 C仰ifigurationInteraction Matrix Elements 
H会アデ{thea川一千 (caI ae) +チ(cbI be) 
H1，2 = y'主hheabove} 九す ー〉吉一日 lt 十 nV (ca I 00) -VnV (cb I be) 
A9 1 r" HË~ = 2-the ab吋ーす (caI 00) --]-(cb I be) 
H2:ロー{似 Ih I b)十(dbI同十ゆ|め)十伊bI cc)十(dbI dd)十2(db I PaPa) 
ー(PabIdPa)}十÷(白川，)+ 2 (dc I cb) 
Al _ rrA2 _ y'3 
HBTHB1ー す仰|め〉
H~トートhe a吋十÷(dalめ〉
A = abcdd 
B = adcbb 
H2:=一{(dlhlb)十(dbI仰)十 (dbI bb)十(dbI cc)十伊bI dd)十2(品 lPaPa)
一仰 IdPα)}十 ÷(da|め)+ 2 (dc I cb) 
H会;=-dトー王子 (daI ab) 
H~: = {the a吋-会 (daI ab) 
A = abcdd 













B = ecdbb 
H~: = (ae Iめ〉 -f-(de|め〉
H3:=ー (00I dc)十士 (deI ac) 
~~A9 ，.1 3 HË~= ー Hdzxr 仰 I ac) 
A =abcdd 
B = edbcc 
H~: = (ae I dc)ー;ー (deI ac) 
H2:=÷〔(de|ω〉十 (ω|向:)J
H~; =-H~~ =乎 [(deIω)ー (ωId，の〕
A =abcdd 
B = edbaa 
A.， 3 r-7(de|叫 +γ (ceI dめ
H~~ =-{併Ih I c)十伊clω〉十件 Ibb)十体 Icc)十(dcI dd)十2件 IP山
一(PacI dPa)}十;一 (daI ac)十2(db I bc) 
1 _ TTA2 _ y'3 HEγ-HB1-7(dalm〉
H~: = {theab吋 -JL(dalac〕
A = abcdd 





A = abcdd 
B = aedbb 
432 
A = abcdd 
B 品、dee
A = abcdd 
B = adbee 
A = abcdd 
B = abcee 
A = abcdd 
B = adcee 
A = abcddee 
B = daebbcc 
A = abcddee 
B ロ bdω四cc
A = abcdd 
B = bedaa 
A = abcdd 
B = ecda四
A = abcdd 
B = ebdaa 
M. YAMAZAKI 
H1，1ー-B1ー E2;=一(beI de) 
E会=0E会;=
H1，1ー -B1 H3;=一(ceI de) 
H3;z H~~ =0 
H1，1ーB1 Hl1~ = (必 Ide) 
Hl1~ = E3:=む
H~~ = H会=ー (beI de) 
E3;=E2i=0 
4:=ーす [(dbI ec)十(め I
H1， l ー v)~ rCdb I ec) + (eb I dc) l Ë~ =  2':'~ L( 釘〕十 I
4iz乎[cぬ Iec)ー〈則的)] 
dト+[Cdb I ec)ー例 Idc) ] 
H~~ =-土[(向|叫十 (ω|向]
4;=乎 [CdaIec)ー(仰|此)J
H~~ =乎 [CdaI ec) + (ea I dc) ] 
d;=;[〔ddlGC)一(ω|制]
EA1 427(cs!向〉一(仰 Icめ
Hl，lーゾ3B~ = 'i-'-(ce I da) 
Eh--1E B噌ー リ (ceI da)十、/3(de I ca) 
EAA1 = -2(ce I da) 
H~~ = + [(be I da)十(ゐ Iba) ] 
H~トア [(be Iぬ〉ー(的
E3i=乎[一(おIda)十 (deI拘)J
A9 1 4=l(bsl向)--~-~ (de I ba) 
E会;=す [(ceIぬ〕十 (deI ca)J 
E2;=Eiiz手〔やeI da)一(deI ca)J 
4;ー す (ceI da)十 ;(deim〉 Doublet 2 x2 
A = abcdd 
B ニ cedaa
A = abcdd 
B = bdcaa 
A = abcdd 
B = eadcc 
A = abcdd 
B = edcbb 
A = abcdd 
B = eacbb 
A = abcdd 
B = ebcaa 
A = abcdd 
B = abdcc 
A = abcdd 
B = edabb 
Configuration Inieract:ioti Matrix Ele抄zents
ム1， 1 
EB:=一、一 (beI d，め一 (deI ba) 
1 副
A一、/3EB;=2-φe I da) 
A2 _ v3 Blニう (beI da)ーゾ3(de I bめ
E3;z-÷(bG1制
A， 1 B;zri(d i h i的十(拘 1抑)卜 (daI bb)十(ぬ Icc)十(daI dd) 
十2似 PaPa)ー(Paa I dPa)}十一;(dblba)ー(川a)
A1一一 3J the above 1 B2- 2i  j十一 2-ゆ Iba) 
H42z-t互hheabovef十i互(必 Iba)十〉百 (dcIωJ 
nl 2 2 
H会;=ーす--{the abOve}十 L (dbi制
Hi:=i-ゆeI dc)ー(deI bc) 
H"/;~ ー v 3B2-2(be1dc)十 ¥/3(de I bc) 
H"/;2一一 v3Ë~ = - V i-(be I dc) 
計九一~ (be I dc) 
.LJ2 ;: 
H会:zー(aeI db)十;-(ぬ Iab) 
A1 _ TTA2 _ v 3
HB;zHA-z ゆ iめ〕
H会;zー 仰 Idb)十 -2-(dGiめ)
TTAー 1HÊ~ =一 EB;戸、T(de 1 db) 
A1 _ TTAz _ ...)3 EB; 口 HË~ 一一 τ (de I db) 
H"/;l Bl 
H2;= 
H会=一 (deI da) 
H~~ =0 
433 
H3;=一{(dlhIC)十(dcI仰)十 (dcI bb)十(dcI cc)十(dcI dd)十2(d州 αP凡α〉
一(伊Pα川C叫|同d叫)十十一一土(仰d向出 i川刈ω叫)汁十2引(d仇b判Ib的cの〕
A2 _ ...)3 HB;=HB1-7(ddlac) 
H会 {theab吋十-L仰 i叫
E2:=ート (αIdb)ー(deI cb) 
A1 '¥./3，__I . n... ，--n 
B;=之宮一 (ceI db) .ー..)3 (de I cb) I Doablet 2す|
M. YAMAZAKi 434 
HIJ2 = y一三 (a1 db) .81 -2 
E2;一 ;(ω1db) 
H~~ =ー (de1 dc) HA 1B1 A = ribcdd B = ribecc 
H会:=0E3;= 
H1，;、 1B;ニー2一(必 1dc) HIJ-: = B1 A = abcdd B = eabcc 
A2 _ '，/3 B1=--F(del dc) 
E3;=一(ce1 de) 
Hi};2 = 0 
以 1
H1，l =-B2 ー
HlJl = B1 
ZA1 
.82ー
A = ribcdd 
.8 = abdee 
4;ー すい1h 1 6)十(be1ω)十(be1ω)十2(be 1九九)一仇el町 i
ト(ba1 ae)一戸-L(klCG)
A = abc 
B =(3籾ぱ
(bc 1 ce) 
"42 ー 3hhe abovel ゾ3HË~ ー-Y2~ phe a 可-7(bcl叫
4;=;(theω}十 (ba1 ae)一÷(bciα)
??
???? ? ???? ???Ed?z 
~~ 
E3;=t 〔(asldc〉十 (de1同]A = abcdd B = dbecc 
=主主主 [(ae1 dc)一(de1叫]E会;z
Ha;=ーす一回1dc)十;ー (de1 a心〉
E3;zー (be1 dc)十 2(de 1 bc) 
HA1ー
B2 
H~~ = (be 1 dc) 
H~~ =0 
A αbcdd 
B = adecc 
EZ;zt(dG|dc)ー (de1 ac) 
A， ，j 3 E4zl-(as|dc) 
A αbcdd 
B = bdecc 
，/3 一一言 (ae I dc)十 V3 (de 1 ac) 
A9、 1
E421 〔GE|dc)
A， ~YA 局 lHË~ =- HË~ =-2;一 (ae1 de) 
Ei;z H2i一字、 (ae1 de) 
A = abcdd 
B = bdcee 





B = ebc 
A = abcdd 
B 庇:daa
NA =3， 
A = abcddee 
B ニ edbfcaa
A = abcddee 
B = ebdcfaa 
C01!jぷigltratiωt1uieraclion Malrix Elωnents 
E2;zEi:一ヅ (de1 ac) 
E会=ー (ae1 dc)十三一 (de1 ac) 
H~~ = {cι1 h 1 e)+ (例制〉十 (α1bb)十2(ce 1 九九〕一 (Pαe1 cP斗
-iwim)十 (cb1 be) 
Hi;z Hi:一jJ(ω1ae) 
H~~ = {the加 e}十一; 〔αz1 ae)ー(cb1 be) 
Ha:ニ {Calhle)ト(叫 bb)-1ぺae1 cc)十 2(出1P"Pa)ー (Pae 1 aPa) } 
-i-(め 1be)一;同 1ce) 
H~! = H~トデ [Cablbe) ー (ac 1ω)J 
Hd;=ithe above)十;ー (ab1 be)十す同|叫
Hi:=;-[(dG ibd)十 (be1ぬ)J
Hi;=主〔一 (de1 ba)十 (be1ぬ)J
E会iz乎[(de1州一 (be1 ba) J 
" H";，: =-+(de 1制十一吉一 (be1 da) .LJ.. 白 白
NBロ 5 (kA = 2， kB = 5) 
H~~ = yl2 [ + (df 1ω〕ー ;(Gfi向)J
Hi;=31E(41do)ー HA2 B1 
E会~ = J% [一 (df1ω) 十~~-- (ef 1 da) J 
H1;1 = ~\/2 B4--z-(ef l do) 
Hi;=0 
H~シ一合 1-(df 1ω)十 ÷(efl嗣]
A2 ー ¥/2B~=-Y4~ (eflda) 




A1 ノーぷ A2 4一一主亙一(げ 1da) = HB~ 「と止と|
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A = abcddee 
B = ebfcdaa 
A = abcddee 
B = efbdcaa 





H~! = (ef I伽〉
E2;z占[(dfI 00) + -~- (ef I da) ] 
H~: = Ji[(df1ω)ー+(efl da)] 
H3;=ゴ言、(ef1 da) 
H2iz方[(df1 00)ー÷何|ぬ)]
H1;~ = V.6 (ef 1 da)= H1;: B2 --;r-'N I --J - .L.L B







H1;~ =--L百B2r(ef l da)ロ - HB~ 




H1;-: ゾ2BS =-r(efldG) 
H3;=去[(df1ω〉ー -2何|向)]
H3;=JE (4flea) 
H2:=去[(df1 ea)十 (da1 ef)J Doublet 2x5 I 
A = abcddee 
B =fdbceaa 
A = abcddee 
B =fbdec僻
Configuration Interaction Matrix Elen側 ts
H~!=ペ [(df 1叫ー (d則的〕
A1 _ z:rAl _ l"TAl _ TTA2 _ TTA2 HB;=HB;=HB;zHBi=HB=0 
H3;=去[(df1ω)ー (ぬ1ef)J 
H~! = Ji [ -(df 1叫+す一仰 1ef)J 
A9 2 
HE:=子す (da1 ef) 
H3iz一千[(ef1 da)十 (dflω)J




H2;一千[(ef1 dめー 3(df 1 ea)J 
H~十字 [(e/l da)ー (df1ω)J 
H3;=手[-+cザ|向)十(可|叫〕
A" 2 B;=マ言 (ef1 da) 
H~~=一王子 [(df1ω) + (ザIdめ〕
H3; =王子 [(df10) ー (ザ1da) ] = 
Hl，l =ー ゾτr(df I 00) + (ef I da) l B" 一 I(df 10)十(グ1da) I 
H2r乎 [Cdf1ω)ー (ef1 da) ] 
H~! = (dflω)ー(州自)
H3; =王子[-3 (df 10) 十(ザ|向)J
H~十字[-Cdf 1ω)十(例制〕
H3; =主宰[(df1 ea)十 5(ザ 1da) ] 






A = abcddee 
B =fbcdeaa 
A = abcddee 
B = abcdeff 
A = abcddee 
B = adbceff 
A = abcddee 
B = abdecff 
A = abcddee 
B = baedcff 
A = abcddee 
B = dabecff 
M， 'lAMAZAKI 
Ei:ぺん [(dfIω〕十(ザIda) ] = 
H/f;~ B2 H/f;l = B3ー H~~ =0 
HË~ 
E3;zJZ[-WMS)十 (efIぬ)] =ー A2 HË~ 
H~~ = (可1ω)ー (efI仙の
E会;=ほ[(dJIω) (ーげ1山)J
E3;=dt[(布 |ω)ー (efI拘)] 
H会:ニー〉互 (dfIザ)ニ Ary 
E会;ニHa;口 E2;=fJ2;=H3i=E3;=H3;=E会;zo
E3;=;J言(dfI ef) = -Az 
H-i;ニ Ej;=H3;=Hi:=H3;ニ O












A0 ~YAo ~TA E会;zEi;=E2;=EBiニ EB;=ifB;目。
Al_ y2 
4--FW i約=ー H i:
7γA1 -…-LL B2 H1，l = -<6 (町lザ〕ニヰ十一B3 4
A寸 3，/2B;=ーヴー (dfIザ)=一 Az HË~ 
E会;=H2;ニ O
E会:=一千(年Ief)ニ H会;=
4.1 _ TTAl ー ¥/6E2;=EA一一干 (dfIげ〉ニ





I Doublet 2x5 I 
A = abcddω 
B = adebcff 
A = abcdd，ω 
B = deabfcc 
A = abcddee 
B = edbafcc 
A = abcddee 
B =dabefcc 
C側ifigurati側 Interacti仰 MatrixElements 
H~~ =0 
H1;2 = v:百B4 一一 (dfI ef) 12 
H3;=一三宮 (dfI ef) 
H3;=ーゾ互 (dfI ef) 
HA1ー
B2 H1;l = B3 H1;l = B4ー
H~! = Ji (df I ef) 
H2;=-3言(df同if)
H3;= 
H2:=一千 [(dflec)十(ザIdc) ] 
H3;=-乎 [(dflec)十(刊
H3; =主宰 [(dfI ce) ー (ef I dc) ] = 
H1;2 = B1ー
H2i 
H3;=手[(df lec)一(efI dc) ]ー H2; 
H~! = (df lec)ー (ザIdc) 
H3;目玉子 [(dflec)一切IdC)] 
H3;=会[5 (df lec)十(ザIdC)] 
Hi;zd言〔ー (dfl同十(ザIdc)] 
Hi:=去[--{-(df lec)十 (efI dc) ] 
H1;l =-.L百Bz-r(dflec)=ー H2;zー H1;2 B1 
H3;目
H3;=去[+(df lec)十(ザ|向]=一 H2; 
H~~ = (df lec)一(げIdc) 
H3;=去[--iー(dflec)十(仰の〕
H~! = Ji[一上 (dfI ec)十(ザIdの〕




I~oublet 2x5 I 
440 
A = abcddee 
B = adebfcc 
A = abcddee 
B = abdefcc 
A = abcddee 
B = baedfcc 
A = abcddee 
B = deabcff 
M. YAMAZAKI 
Ed;ニペト;-(4iM)ー(efI dc) ] =ー H1，2 B1 
H1，1ニ_，<6 (df I叫
"'-'3 告
A， 3，/2 HE!=ー ーを仰 Iec) 
H会;zq
A? 、/2
2ーヱ (df I ec) 
B3 4 
H1;2 = -V: 06 (df I ec) 
154 12 
? 
= Y;~3 (df I ec)
E会;=1 [Cdf I ec)十 (efI的]
E6;=E3;=H3;z 宜主 H~~ =0 
E2;=A[(町 Iec)ー (efI dc)] 
Ej;= 1 l (町 Iec)-Cザ|
A? 1 r 、B;ニマ Iec)ー3(ザIdc) J 
A? 2 HB~ =マ言 (dfI ec) 
H~~ =v玄[-a(df I ec)ー(efI dc) ] = E会;
E会;=E会;=E会;口E3;=E3;=
H3;ニ -J2(dflGC)=ー E j; 
A， 1 r B;z-LWi同一一 (efI dc) J =ーv2L 
E2;ロ -Jf [(df I ec)一ト(ザ Idc) ] = 
H1，lー V6B3ー (efI dc)ニ
守 "49ÖB~ 












A = abcddee 
B = edbacfj 
A = abcddee 
B = dfebcaa 
A = abcddee 
B = defbcaa 
A = abcddee 
B ロ fadecbb
C01ぴigurationInteraction Matrix Elements 





A白 3，/241 ーす'-~ (df 1 ef) =一 H1;2 B2 
H2;= H~: =0 









H~! = H~! = H~! ~= H~~ = H~~ = 0 
H2;=-占(df1 ea) 
H~! =去[(df1 ea)十 2(ザ|制]
Ha;zJτ[(df 1 ea)一(ef1向)]
H会i=ゴ言 [(df1め〕ー iー(db1 ef)J 
H~~ =-Jf [(df 1 eb) -ー土 (db1的〕
H1;l ー y6B3一ー 正 (db 1 e1) =一H3i 
H1;1 = 3 2 B品 u ~ (db 1 ef) 
E2;=0 
H3;=一千 (db1 ef) 
441 
b盟主ヰ|
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H3;ー 占[Cdfleb)十;(dbMf〉]
A~ 1 r /~" ， 1 /.n ，. n i 42L7吉L(df I め〉十-~- (db Iザ)J 
H2;=占[CdfIめ〕一 (dbI約]
[閉め)+ (ef I db) ] 1 H~~ = A = ahcddee B = adefcbb 
Hi;=Ea;=E3;=E2:=fZ3;20 





???? ?? ???H~~ = _ 1 [(のつめ〉




(df I eb) 




A = abcdda 
Bニ acdfebb
A， /3 8;ニイ互 (dfI eb) = 
[c年 lめ)十(ザ Idめ]= H会:1 H1;~ = 81ーA = abcddee B = afcdebb 
=0 A2_ EZB1ーTyAl _ 1-:1 B5 H1，l = 84 H1，-: = B2 
H~! =-Jf[C可|尚一(ザ Idめ]
、





H1，2 = -B4 
H31=σ[ ~一一 Cdf I均一 CefI db)] = -H会
z会;zE3;ニ E3;=HBi=E2;=EB:=0A 
A = abcddee 
B ニ acdefbb
H会;-A(dflめ〕zEa;
E2:=去[CdfIω)十(ザ Idc) ] = H~~ A = abcddee B = abfdecc 
Doublet 2x5 
H3;=Ei:口 H会;=H3:口 H会:= H~~ = 0 
H1，2 
B4 E会;=JZ[(dfl叫ー (efldC)]=一
Configuratian Interacti仰 MatrixElements 443 
A = alJcddee 
B = dafbecc l-1Eトマ言(可!ω)--i-(げ 1dc) 
H2;=-d;[(dflec〕一1-(ザ 1dc)] 
AB112、F/6(eJF1dc〕==-FIABq2 
3 1 -" 151 
AB11=3 、~~ (ef 1 dc) 
4 4. 
H2;=0 
HABE一一 V2一(ef1 dc) z 4 
E2:=-JE[(dfHC):ート (ef1刈]
HB:zvτ (df 1 ec)一 2一(ef1 dc) 
A B9Z5htつV2=司 (djι1 ec) 
A = abcddee 
β = fadebcc HË~ = i2l (df 1 ec)一言 (dc1 (1) 
H会!= -J i [(df 1 ec) 一一~- (dc 1げ)J2 "'2l'" 2 
E21ニ自 (dC14)=423 4 ~~151 
H~; = 3 2 (dc 1 e1) ;1 4 
H~~ 口 O




A = alJcddee 
B =fadbecc EB;ニマ言 (df1 ec) 一~;~ (ef 1 dc) 
H~! = -J { [(df 1 ec) iー-(Gfi州]
H~! =-'-I}J (イ1dc) =一E323 4 -，~ 1:51 
H212-MFW1dc) 
4 4 
H~~ =0 I Doublet 2斗 i
444 
A = abcddee 
B = adbfecc 
A = abcddee 
B = adbefcc 
A = abcddee 
B = adefbcc 





4:=占[(dflec)十+(ef 1 dC)] 
H2;=ゐ[Cdf1叫ー (ef1 dc)] 
H2izd[÷(dflM〕ー (dc同n]=ーE3;






(df 1 ec) 
1 ec) 
E2:口〉玄[-}-(df 1 ec)ー(ef1 dc)] =一E会;
H~!= H会;=E会;=Eii=E2;zo
H~! = lf (df 1 ec) 
H~! =一 1 (df 1 ec) 
E会;=一 2 (df 1 ec) 
E3:=会 1同十
HtzE2;=E会;=E会=H3:=9
E3;=-df〔(年|同一 (dc1 ef)] 
4;=占[Cdf1叫一 (dc1 ef)] 
H~! =J1[-+ |釘〕十併C1Jf)] 
E会;=一 2 (df 1 ec) 
E3:=-12[(dfisc〕十 (dc1 ef)] = H会;
H3;=27[(dflec〉十 (dc1 ef)] =一E3i 
E3;=乎[c可|同一 (dc1ザ)] I D?u忠ととi
C仰 j官gurationInteracti側 MatrixEl仰 ents
H2;=ヰ2[(df I ec)ー(dcIザ)J
H会;=0
H2;=一千 [(dfI ec)ー (dcI ef)] 
dTゼ[(年同〕一 (dcI ef) ] 
H会=一元 [(dfI ec)一(dcI ef) ] 
445 
A = abcdd TTA. ー r 1 
B = fadbc HË~ = V 2 l -;-{(d I hI f)十併fI aa) + (df I bb)十(dfI c)十(dfldd) 
+ 2 (df I PaPa)一(PafI町}十付aI af)十十 (dbI bf) 
+十 (dcI cf) ] 
H~~= ♂〔手 {the above}一千州 bf) 主ー宰 (dcI cf) ] 
H~! =乎 [(dbI bf) (ーdcI cf) ]ロー H2i
H1;l = 3'{2 r(db I bf) -(dc I cf)l む一 u4 ~ l 一 (~c  J
H~!=O 
4;=一主142[(db I bf) -(dc I cf)J 
H~十〉玄[+{白e above} -+ (db I bf)一千 (dcI cf) ] 
H~ト〉玄 [-342E(theabove}-d(ddlaf〕十世 (db I bf) 4， v-l. 6 3 
v 3 (A~ I ~.J'， l 
十一4"(dc I cf) J 
H~: =v玄〔一 主乎t子~{凶悌ぬ伽E 伽伽v柁叫eわ}汁十乎 (d血川a
A 巴 aめbcdd ~~A一一「
B めcfd HB~=V2L{(dlhl f) 十 (df I aa)十(dfI bb)十(dfI cc)十(dfI dd) 
1 
+2(dfIPaPa) (ーPafI dPa)} 2ー (da I af) 2ー (db I bf) 
一+(dc I cf) = H~~ 
H3;z H2izO 
H~! =-Jt[(dblbf)ー(dcI cf)J 
H2;=ー去 (daI af) =ー H3;
H~! = (da I af) 
H3;=去[2(da I af)ー (dbIbf)ー3(dc I Cf)J ID叫 let2x5I 
446 
A = abcdd 
B =fdabc 
A = abcdd 
B = dfabc 
A ωcdd 
B = abcdf 
M. YAMAZAKI 
A.， 2 r 1 ，.. ， ， "I HB~= 子言 Lナ(ぬ 1 af) (ーめ 1bf) J 
H~~=ý互[-十 {(d 1 h 1 f) +仰|制)+ (df 1 bb)十 (df1 cc) + (df 1 dd) 
十2(df 1 PaPa)ー仇fl町}+ (da 1 af)十士 (db1 bf) 
十十 (dc1 cf) ] 
H~~ = y2[一王子 {theabove}十字 (db1 bf) +千 (dc1 cf) ] 
一一〉百r(rih I h..， _ (ri~ I ~..， i B3 4一I(db 1 bf)一(dc1 cf) J = HA2 B1 
H2;=一千 [(db1 bf)ー (dc1 Cf)J =一H3; 
H2;=一(db1 bf)十体 1cf) 
九一i 1 3 3 ，" "I H五十 Y2 L -T {the above} + T (db I bf) + 4一(dc1 cf) J 
H32=♂〔手 (theab州一王子(叩
H3;z 去[(dalaf) 十ー件 lbf) ;ーー (dc1 cf) ] 
H~~ =Y玄[-+ {(d1 h 1 f)十 (df1 aa) + (df 1 bb) + (df 1 cc) + (df 1 dd) 
+ 2 (df 1 PaPa)一(Paf1 dPα〕}-÷(da|af〉十士 (db1 bf) 
+士 (dc1 cf) ] 
H~~ =Y互〔一千 {theabove}十字(da1 af)十王子(db1 bf)+乎(dclcf)] 
H~! = y46 [(山f)ー(ゐ|げ)Jロ H2i
Hi;=千[(db1 bf)ー併c1 Cf)J =-H~: 




H~~=Ý互 [{(d 1 h 1 f)十(df100)十(df1 bb)十(df1α〕十 (df1 dd) 
十 2(df 1 PaPa)ー (PJ|dm-÷(da|af〕-÷(dbjbf〉
-÷〔dc|cf7〕=H2;
H2;=H3:=0 
H2;=J3[併b1 bf)ー (dc1 cf) ] Doub叩 X5I 









E2;z dt[-:(dG16f)十十 (dbI o1)十(dcIげ)J
[-;〔dGIGJC〕寸 (db1 b1) l りω A。HB~ = 
H~~ = YI互[一ート {(dlhl1)十 (dfIω〕十 (dfI bb)十(dJI c)十 (dfI dd) 
1 十2(df I PαPa)ー (PαfI dPα)} -2-(da I (1)十五 (dbI b1) 
;(dclげ)J
A = abcdd 
8 = dafbc 
一卜
H~:= yI玄 3 (the above) - ~ (da I aJ)一 3(db I b1)一平(dclc1)l
152 l 2 2 4，士」
H A2 
8j H3;=-Y[(db1bf)一Cdc1 C1) J一
E2;一8 2 [(db I bJ)ー (dcI c1) J 
H~l =0 
..-0 
H会:=乎 [CdbI b1)ー (dcI川
[{the abo吋 (da I a1)十十 (dbI b1) 卜 ;(dcicf〉]1 A2 EJB3 
A.) / 3r 1 1 ，.1L 1 -L I"，- 1 F J ~ 1 ~ 1''¥ i Ë~ = J'~ l ---~-- {the a川
H2;=475[一{theab州十 (dbI b1)十(dcI c1) ] 
H~ト去〔一 {(d I h1 1)十 (dJIω〕十何 Ibb) 卜(dfIα)→(df I dd) 
岨、
十 2(dJ I PaPa) -(Pa! I dPa)}十 2-(da I af)ー (dbI bf) 
十 2(dc Iり
A = abcdd 
8 = abfcd 
Hf);2 81 H f);~ ー yl682 4一(daI a1) = 
会;ニヘ/Z[(ttleab州一 ;(ddldf)ー (dbI川
E会H~l 一一〉の84 4三 (daIα1)= 
E2;=一(daI a1) 
;ー{theab川一 -7(ddiof〉十一;〔dblbf)十(dcI c1) J E会;=♂[-
H2;= イ~-[一 {theabove}卜」 (do1Gfい ;(dblbf〉]
448 M. YAMAZAKI 
H3;=平年[-士 (daI af)十 (dbI bf)J 
A = abcdd ~~A< ー í 1 E ;:;b'd;'j HË~ = ¥/，2 L一万一 {(dI hI f)十併fI 00) + (df I bb) +併fI cc)+ (df I dd) 
十2(df I PaPa)一伊αfI dPa)}十t(da|af)十件 Ibf) 
-÷(dc|げ)J
H~; =-王子(向 Iaf) = H~~ 
H~! = JI[{白ea吋一 ÷(da|af〉ー (dcI cf) ] 
Hl，l ー ¥/'2B4 τ (da I af) =一HB;
H2;=拘 Iaf) 
H~~ = ¥/'互[-一上 {theabove} + + (da I af)ー ÷(dc|cf〕]
H1，2 = j ~ r -(the above) + -:-(dalaf) + -~-(db I bf) + (dc I cf) l B~ イγ| 一 十一一 十 (d 十 I
H~ト去[(山f) ー 2 (，叩f)J
A = abcdd ~~A< ー í 1 
B 仰 H五~ = ¥/'2 Lー す{伊 Ih I f)十 (dfIω) + (df Iめ)+ (df I cc) + (df I dd) 
十2(df I凡 Pα〉一仇fI dPα)}十一主 (daI af)一士 (dbI bf) 
+ (dc I Cf)J 
H3;=一?(da|af〕=-A:
H~! =ペ[{theabove}一÷(da|af〕ー (dbI bf)J 
Al一一 3¥/玄B4--z-(da l af) 
H~! =0 
4;=♂ [+{the伽吋十す(伽laf)-+(db I bf)ー(dcICf) ] 
H1，2 = ¥/，2 B3ーでF(dai af) 
H会トJI[ -+ (the abo吋一士 (daI af)十 (dbI bf)J 
H2;=J言〔一{ぬeabove)十 (daI af)J 
会二22 H2:=♂〔一一上 {(dI hIわ十 (dfI同十 (dfIめ)十 (dfI cc) + (df I dd) 
十2(df I Pα均一 (PafI dPα)} +士 (daI af)十件 Ibf) 
すー (dcI刈 ¥Doublet 2 x5 I 
6. NA = 5， 
A = abcdeff 
B =fbcdeaa 
Configuration Interaction Matrix Elements 
H1;l =:L百B2--r(ddlaf〉z-HB1
A1 /3 r.Ll__ _~ 1 /.3_1 _1'-"" /..J_I __r'.i B;=hlithe above}ーす (daI af)ー体 Icf) J 
A1 _ 3¥/2 fd Hh--z-(da l af) 
H2;早 O
H2TJ言[{ぬ巴 above}-4仰 Iaf) + (dc I刈
・H1;:=-V.~ B3 - 4一 (daI af) 
H吟2;「z3去亘〔ト一 {仰出恥eabove} 十 ÷(d拘山a
H~会会;「z予元た[ト一 {仰t白悦hea町b凶附0町州ve←}汁十 併俳b判Ib明f刀)十(dc I げ)J
NB=5 (kA=5， kB=5) 
H2:=ー{CfI hI a)十CfaI 00)十CfaI bb)十Cfalcc)十(jaI dd)十(falee)
十(μIff)十2(ja ¥PaPa)一(PaaI fPa)}十一上(川a)
十す一(jcI ca)十÷(fdlda〕十一上CfeIω:) =ヰ;
HA1ー 〉百r(jbI ba) -(jc I ca) l B2一互いfl旬〉一 J
H~; =0 
H~! = -+ r (jdI向〕ー (jeIω)J 
H2r去[(jdI da)ー(jeIω)J 
H2;=一{theabOve}十十(川a)十三一(jcIω)十すー (jdI da) 
十三上CfeI 00) 
H~: = + [(jd I da)一CfeIω)J 
H3;=去[(jdIぬ〕ーCfeloo)J
H会=去[(jdlda)ー(jeloo)J
Ed;=一手[(jbI拘〉十 ÷(fCM〕一:ー (jdI da)一一子(feIω)J 
会=去[-2 (戸|叫十 (jdI dめ十げelω)J
H会;=一{伽 ab吋+子CfbI ba)十一;-(fc|ω)十三一(fdI d司
449 
十一七felω:) I Doublet5x5 I 
450 M. YAMAZAKI 
[(fc I ca)一;(fdldG〉ー ;(fG16d)]
A】 r. 4 4 
E2=-iti1日abovej十-3-(fc I ca)十一言一 (fdI da)十 吉一 (feIω) 
さ，
A = abcdeff uAl__ 
B = acfdめb EB1=-i(flhlb)+(fblω)十(fbI bb) + (fb I cc)十(fbI dd)十(fbI ee) 
十 (fbI ff)ー川月 IPa Pa)ー山 IfPα)} 十 ;(falめ〉
十2(fc Icb)十-;-(fdldb)十す一(戸!め〕
E2;=ー ヅ(faIω)ニー J二白ニー!とえ
ニ字 Idb) -(fe Iめ)]zEJ;ニ-gj;
H2;=fZ2;=ffj;= =正11;=Hi:ニ E4;= ニ。
ILL ;) 1 
z ithe ahovel-u-(fG|必〕ー (fdI db) - -~- (fe Iめ〕
2 '" 2 
'0 
= jthe abovef -_.~- (fa I 尚一~ (fd I db)一一 .(fe I eb) 
2 '" 2 
ーゾ3V6U- (fa I ab) 
A山 ¥/6=一 (faIめ)
=乎 Idb)ー (feIめ)J
見;=i卜he -~ -(fa Iめ)十 iuclcb〕-÷ I db) 
--2-(fe I eb) 
AA 2.、/? r. ffB;=27!th ahvE!一〉玄 (faI尚一 2 2 (fc I cb) 
I db)ー (feI eb)J 
'-:[1，5 = ~'{~ abovef _2ぜ玄…一一円 1the ー と.': (fc I cb)一 (fd I db)一¥/2(feleb) 
一法 ，0 
Hi;=一-;(thEab吋十 j-(jc|cb)
A = abcdeff 7yA1 r c~ B め~d'He HB~ = -j (fI hI e)十(feI aa)十(feI 卜(feI cc) 卜(feI dd)十(feI ee) 
十(felff)十2似 IP a P a) -(P a e I fP ")}十ードfaI ae) 
十 ;(fblbG〕十す一 (fcI叫ー1-2 (fd I de) = H会
E:ji=Et=0 
v二3 I ce) -(fb I be) l Es--2L(/cle ー J
H~! =-~- (fa I ae) = -H会 Doublet 5x5 
COIぴ:igu1'auo品 1nteraction l'datrix .Elemeuts 
B5 
Ua I ae) 
山 ce)十子げbI be) 子ー Iae) 
HA2=Lでr2 Ub I be)ー (faIω)l B 5 V 6 l '- ¥j V I ~ ~ / ¥...1 -" 1 ---/ J 
EG;=Ei::十 UbI be)十 UcI ce) -2 Ud I de) 
E-jニ 1 (fa I ae) 
Aq 3ー コ Ualω) 85 V6
-HA1JP 







(fa I ae)一一;(fblbG)i一山叫 -2げdldめ
-;一 UaIω) J 
(Ja I ae) トー;(fbibs)一 ; (fCM〕-2くfdI de) 
"151 
IU. Fonnnlae Ilf eonfi.gmrati.IlIl hlteraetilll1 mah-ix elemellLs for Triplet state wave fUl1ctlon 
(8口1)
NA =2， 
A = abcc 
B = abdd 
A と abcc
B = cbaa 
.Ii = abcc 
B = cdaa 
.Ii = abcc 
B =cdbb 
.Ii = abcc 
B = cbdd 
A ニ ab
B ニ ad
.Ii = au 
B = db 
A ニ ab
B ニ da
il = abcc 
B = bcaa 
.Ii = abcc 
B = acbb 
A = abcc 
B = bdaa 
A ニ ab
B = de 



















=-{川I a)寸 (ω川i川同仰叫)十 (μc川;c.
一内|♂斗
=一 (bdI ca) 
= (ad I cb) 
=一 (adI cd) 
= {♂I h I d)卜(州仰〕十 2(bd ! Pa Pa)一伊αdI bPa) }一 (baI ad) 
ニ(川Idめ)十附 b劫bめ〉戸→i川
=一一{川l川d)十 (bdIω〉十 2(bd I凡 Pα)ー (PadI叫}-1(ba I ad) 
={(c1hlの十(C1!Iω)十川 bb)十何 cc)十2(叫 PaPα〕ー内
ニ {c川 1同bめ)十州叫十川(叩b)←寸lべ(山c)十叫2伸州IPαP凡ηαρ)-(伊仰P久九叩αablcP斗
= (cd I ca) 
口 (adI be) -(ba I ae) Triplet 1 x 1 
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A = abccdd 
B = cdaabb 
A HE = (ca I db)ー(daI cb) 
A = abcc 
B = dcoo 
A HE = (bd I ca) 
A = abcc 
B = dboo 
A HE 一(cdI ca) 
A = abcc 
B =abdd 
A HE = (cd I cd) 
A = abcc 
B = dcbb 
A HE 一(adI cb) 
A = abcc 
B = adbb 
A HE 一(cdI cb) 
A = abcc 
B = dabb 
A HE = (cd I cb) 
A = abcc 
B =acdd 
A HE 一(bdI cd) 
A = abcc 
B = bcdd 
A HE = (ad I cd) 
2. NA =2， NB =4 (kA = 1， kB = 3) 
A = abcc 
B =da，ιb 
A 1 
HE1 =ミi2'(cd I ce) 
H~2 =一三百 (cdI ce) 
H28-J言(cdI ce) 
A = abccdd γTA 1 
B = ecdbaa HE1 = -i2 (de I ca) 
E3223d2(ωI da)十 (deI ca) ] 
H~3 =去[ー (ωIda) + (de Iω)J 
A = abccdd γTA 
B = cedb制 HE1 =子言 (deI ca) 
A /3r2 n_，_， i E2 = Ji Lτ仰 Idめー (deI叫 J
H33=一三言(αIda) 
A 己 abccdd TTA 1 r ， i 
B =cdめaa HE1 =すすL-(ωI da)十 (deIω:) J 
A = abcc 
B = dacb 
H32口去[(，ωI da)ー3(de I ca) ] 
H38=去(ωIda) 
H~1 =♂[+ {(c I hI d)十 (cdI 00)十 (cdI bb)十 (cdI cc)十 2(cd I PaPa) 
一(PadI cPa)}ーす(ωIad) (ーめ Ibd)J I T帥 tlx3
A ニ abcc
B = dcab 
A = abcc 
B = bdec 
A = aJJGC 
B = dbec 
A = abcc 
B = cbde 
A = abcc 
B = acde 
A = abcc 
B = bcde 
A ニ abcc
B = bdce 








E21=-Jh[(cd l d)一(cbI bd) J 
H32=A[-;~((clh1d)ト(cdI仰い-(cd I bb)十〔ぱ|叫ト 2(cd I PaPa) 
ー (PαdI cPa)} ト(ωIlld)十(ぬ Ibd) J 
HA ~21l the above ~ Bg ー v:f1L.HC ClUUYC; f 
H31ニ〉玄[一 (adI ce)十 f-(Cdlm)] 
A /3 
HB2 = N-~ (cd I ae) 
E23ニ O




H~2 =一三百 [(adI cの一 (cdI ae) J 
233ニ 2す[(adI ce)ー (cdI ae) J 
H iー ら [(bdI ce)十 (cdげの]












ffi=ペ[(adI ce)ー (cdIω)J 
HizO 
Hd21 z 〉σ互可斗[卜一 伊似件d劃l叫如←十卜÷ (cぱ川d
E会2ニ -A(cdlGS)
E33ニ。 I Triplet 1 x3 I 
454 
A = abcc 
B = dbce 
A = abcc 
B = decb 
A = abcc 
B = cdab 
A = abcc 
B = adbc 
A = abcc 
B = acbd 
A = abcc 






H~2 =花 [(ad1 ce)一+(cd 1 ae) ] 
H13=-去(cd1 ae) 
E21ロ去 [(ca1 ad)ー (cb1 bd) ] 
H~2 =去[-2 {(c 1 h1 d)+ (cd 1ω)十(cd1 bb)十似 1cc)十2(cd 1 PaPa) 
ー仇dl的}ー (ω1ad)ー(cb1 bd) ] 
H18口去[(the山}ー (ω1ad)ー(cb1 bd) ] 
H~1 = σ [--~-{(Clhld) 十 (cd 1ω)十 (cd1 bb)十(cd1 cc)十2(cdl PaPa) 
一仇dlcPa)}十;ー (ω1ad)十(cb1 bd) ] 
H~2 =去[-3 (the abo吋十 (ω1ad) ] 
His zJ吉(ca1 ad) 
H~会1 = YI互引斗[ト一士{(伶(やcl凶hl同d)汁十〔μd州 l川仰)汁十 (μcd1 川bωb)汁十 (μ州cd州引|同cαc)汁十 2(cdφμ川
一(Pad1 cPa)}ー;(cblM)]
A /3 r B2=J-~L 一 {the above}十了(ω1ad)十。b1 bd) ] 
43-JE(CGlad) 




A = abccdd TTA ， r 1 ，_ I A_' ， U_ I _，i 
B = bced，ω HB1 = yl2 lー す仰 Idめ十伸|ω)J
A /3 B2 = ，.j ~- (ce 1 da) 
E23zO Friplet 1 x3 ~I 
A ニ αbccdd
B = acedbb 
Co日'figw-ationTnteractioJtルlatrixEle附IJds
H~l =vノ吉 [~ー (ce I db) ー (de I cb) 
E22=-d(C61db〉
E1320 
A = abccdd ~~A， ，-，;-r 1 _， ， "i 
B = caedbb HE1 =¥/2 l -2一(ωIdb) ト(deI cb) J 
A 1 
HE2 = ':J-6 (ce I db) 
A の
Eよー (ceI db) 
"-';) V.) 
"'1 = abccdd ~T A ノコ')r 1 ("" I An¥ ， (An I ""¥ l Bニ b仰 ωEB1=vρ l--2-(ce I dα) + (de Iω) J 
Ha22-A(CG lda) 
H23ニ O
A ニ abccdd TTA ，-，;-r 1 " ， ，. i 
B ニ d峨出 HE1ニ y2l-2 (ce I db)ー (deI cb)J 
A = abccdd 
B = cadebb 
A /3 




48ニー品 (ω Idb) 
A = abccdd TTA 
B = abcdω HE1 =ー y2 (ce I dの
Hi=E33=0 
A = abccdd ~~A 1 B :~~;ib;~ HE1ニミア言 (ceI de) 
A = abcc 
B = abdc 
H"i， 一一 3 (ce I de) 
1 Bz へー;-2 
E23zO 
H31=〉E[{〔cl h|d〉十 (cdIω)十 (α1I bb)十 (cdI cc)十 2(cd I Pa Fs) 
一(PJ1cm-i-(CGlad〉ーす一 (cbI bd) ] 
Eiニー [ ~ -(ca I ad)十(め Ibd) J 
455 
A り












? ??? ? ???
132 一会 (ceI dめ
E28口 7ι(ceI dめ
A = abccdd 13 ;: ~d~b~; 1-1五1=0
A 12 -~ (ce I de) 132 -3 
H23=ー;九一 (ωIde) 
A ニ abcc
13 = debc 
A = abcc 
13 = cadb 
A ニ abcc
B = cdab 
B1 ゴー五 Ice) -(cd I叫]
=Jd-3Ml叫十 (cdI ae) ] 
33=71Lニ (cdI aの
E1ニゾ玄[il(cl h1d)十 (cdI叫卜 (cdI bb)十 (cdI cc)十 2(cd I P"Pa) 
一(PadI cPa)}十士 (cbI bd) ] 
.B2ニゴι[一{the丘町}-2， (ωI ad)十 CcbI ] 
1-1 ~3 = 2 [一 {the加 e}+ (ca I ad)十 (cbI bd) J 
B1 占[Cωlぱ)ー (cbI ] 
B2 一三t[2 (川 Id)十(凶叩)十 (cd! bb)十 (cdI cc)十2(cd 1 Pa Fa) 
一民dl内}ト(川 ad)十 (cbI bd) ] 
R _ = -:-J:~ r {theabove}ー(caI ad) やーbI bd) l 133 ¥ー/玄LlOH~ ~uV'~J ，~- 1 ~'-J ，~~ 1 ~~j J 
Jl = ab 
B =ddEL=口
A = abcc 






β1 [一 (bdIα)十 ;(cdlω) ] 
422ーム (cdI bの
B3 ー ;fI(di bs) 
B1=Jτ 同) T:riplet 1 x 3 
Co百ifigurationInteraction Matrix El，由冊目向ts 457 
H~2 = l~[(bd I叫一一子 (cdI be) ] 
A 2 
HB3 = ~-3 (cd I bの
A = abcc H~l =ゴ言[(bdI ee)十(cdI同]B = cade 
H~2 =去 [(bdI ce)ーφdl同〕
H~3 =去[(bd I ce)ー(山
A = abcc A 1 
B = cdae HB1=-vτ (bd I ce) 
H~2 =-去[(bdIめ 2(cd I同〕
H282J言〔一例 Icの+(cd I同]
A = abcc H21=一去[(beI cd)十例Ibd) B = deac 
H32=-去[(be I cd) -3 (ce I bd) ] 
A 2 HBs=-vτ (be I cd) 
A = abcc 
B = adec HB1 = Y 2 L (bdI ce)一+(cd I bの
~2 =-J~ HB ，j:(cd I bの
A 
HB3 =0 
A = abcc H31=〉E〔一 (bdI cわすー (cdI bめ]B = daec 
A 1 HB2 =-;:吉 (cdI be) 
A 2 
HB3 = マ~ (cd I bの
A = abcc A 1 
B =adιb HB12-57言(cdI ce) 
H322J2(dl ce〕
A HB820 
3. NA=2， NB =6 (kA = 1 ， kB = 9) 
A = abccdd A 1 
B = deafbc HB E -ー (ceI df) 1 2 
HB2 = ;3 L (deI cf)十+(ce I df) IT叫 tlx9
458 M. YAMAZAKI 
H~3 =-Ji [(de I cf) 何ー Idf) ] 
EAB4一-、a百 (ce I df) 
A 1 
HBE=-F(ce|df〕
H~6 = -¥/2 [(de I Cf)一+(αIdf) ] 
HABT ー一〉一百2一(ce I df) 
A /->_1_1" 5 
HEQ = (de I cf)一一一 (ceI df) s 6 
H~9 =一千 (ceI df) 
A = abccdd A 1 
B = defacb H S1 ←ー (ceI df) 1 2 
HE2 =-v吉 (deI cf) + + (ce I df) 
H~3 =学 [CdeI cf) (ーceI df) ] 
H~晶= ÝQ~ (ce I df) 
A 4 / ->_ 1 _ 1". 1 
HBE=-1一(deI cf) + ---~一 (ce I df) 
H~6 =一平[(deI cf)ー制州
H~7 =ザー [(deICf) (ーceI df) ] 
A 1 / ->_ 1 _ 1". 1 
HEs =-i一 (deI cf)十一己一 (ceI df) 
HAB。-一、h百 (ce I df) 
A = abccdd A 1 
B = deacbf HE1 =一"2一 (ceI df) 
HE2 = v3一万一 (ceI df) + (de I cf) 
H~3 =一手 (deI cf) 
ET IAL= 一 a一1一~ (ce I df) 
A 1 
HB=一一 (ceI df) 
5 3 
H~6 =♂[与一(ωIdf) 体ー Icf) ] 
H~7 =一手(川 r Triplet 1 x9 I 
Co凹iiguratio明 I四teractionM atrix Ele:ments 459 
A 1 
HEs =一-6(ce I df) + (de I cf) 
HAB9--1-/g3 一(ceI df) 
A = abccdd A 1 
B = decafb HE1 =-2一(ceI df) 
H~2 =乎[(川f)一一子 (deI cf) ] 
H会=凸(ぬ Icf)3 3 
HAB 一一一一yl一~ (ce I df) 4 3 
A 4 HË~ = (ce I df)ー (deI cf) 5 3 
H36=一王子 (deI cf) 
HABT---231/-2 (dGl cf) 
A 1 r __ ， -' r，. 1 
HBBZ}-E-〔cel df〉十+(de I cf) 
HA B9=ヱJτ~ (ce I df) 
A = abccdd A 
B = efabcd HE1 =0 
42z j言[(ωIdf)十(ぬIcf) ] 
H38一学 [(ceI df) + (de I cf) ] 
H34=一手 [(ceI df)一(deI cf) ] 
A 1 1 
HB =一一一 (ceI df)十一 (de I cf) 533
E36口一千 [(ceI df)ー (deI cf) ] 
HdiJ7=一〈6豆[(ceI df)ー (deI cf) ] 
A 2 r __ ， -' r'. 2 HËs 一一~- (ce I df)十一子 (deI cf) 
H~9 =-占[(，ωI df)ー (deI cf) ] 
A = abccdd H~l =十[cαIdf)ー (deI刈B = efacdb 
H32=乎[+(ωIdf)ー (deI cf) ] 
H23 2 王子(αIdf) I Tr切削
五1.Y AMAZAKI 460 
Eiz乎〔一例idf)十ゆ|叫
E25= 一一~-[ce 1 df)ー (de1 cf) ] 
[(Celdf)十 2(de 1げ)J
Eiz一千 [(ce1 df)一(de1 cf) ] 
E会自=一
A 5 HEs τ一(ce1 df) +己 (de1 cf) 
H39=マ[(celdf)ー (de1 cf) ] 
E11z-i-[(661df)一(de1 cf) J A = abccdd B = efcabd 
42=乎[--~~- (ce 1 df)十何elげ)J
(ce 1 df) E38=一
A ーゾ15r _ (N" I rl.，¥ -.L (d" I r.，¥ l B品=Y3~~ L一 ce1 df)十 (de1 
E2M=-i(C判明日 (de1 Cf) 
(ce 1 df) 462ー
H~守口与一2 (ce 1 df) 






ニ H会34Hi); -B1 
A = abccdd 





H会5 一:(ce|df〕ー (de1 cf) 
A 2，/2 
HE自己 H"/j = -"'--~~ (ce 1 df) B7 ~-3 
A 1 




? ?? ?? ????、 、
??
?????? ?? ??? ?
? ? ?1 
E39ニー
Tri.plet 1 x9 
E11=一(α1df)ー(de1 cf) 
H292ー 〉百[(α1df)ー(de1 cf) ] 
A = abccdd 
B = abefcd 
A = abccdd 
B = abecdf 
A = abccdd 
B = abcefd 
A = abccdd 
B = abcdef 
A = abccdd 
B = edafbc 
A = abccdd 
B = edfacb 
Configuration Interaction Matrix Elements 
H32zH38出 H34詰 Hi=Hi=H27=H28=0
H31=2(ωI df)ー (deI cf) 
口一
HB9 ー YI3 (de I cf) 
A __ A __A ~~A ~~A ...A "'TA 
H22=H382H34zHB5=HB6=HL=HLzO 
H21=2(ωI df)ー(deI cf) 
日 -
HB9 =一YI3 (de I cf) 
" __A ~~A ~~A ...A ...A TTA H222H232HL=HB5=HB6zHL=HL己 O
H21=一似Idf)ー仰 Icf)
Hi =ー ♂[cαIdf) (ーdeI cf) J 
A __ A _~A _~A ~~A ...A ...A 
H22=H281HL=HB5=HB82HL=HL=0 
Hiz-十(αIdf) 





H36=-σ[(de I cf)一十 (ceI初〕
H~7 =-乎 (ceI df) 
H~s = (de I cf)一一上 (ceI df) 
A 、/3HE自己主子 (ceI df) 
H~l =ーート例 df)
H22=一品[(de I cf) --~- cωl州
A _ yl6 
HE3一-r(del cf〕
H24=一手(ωIdf) 
H~5 =一主体Icf) + CωI df) 
461 
Htー ゾ2一一一 (deI cf) I Tripletlx9 I 
462 ルLYAMAZAKI 
H1; ~j2 BT-s-(de!cf) 
H1; =_1 Bs 一百ー (de1 cf) --~- (ce 1 df) 
H1; ー ¥/3h 一百'='-(ce 1 df) 
A =11〓'cdd __ A 
B 官向ゆf E五1 ニ-~- (ce 1 df) 
E4古2 予三去1長言 [け-~- (叩f)十吋(併dぬelい川Cげ的f刀)
H~え3 乎[μ(φ仰ω叫el刈d町削f刀〕 一(de 1 げ) ] 
H1; ニ
1J4 
(ce 1 df) 
JA 1 j B5=1-〈C61df)
HA ー〉互Be = -"'-，{ (ce 1 df)一V2 (de 1 cf) 
urA _ Vワ
HE7 プーニ Cce1 
に
=一 -i5-C川町〉十 (de1 cf) 
H1; =-:L百B骨 (ce1 df) 
A = abccdd γ.，A 1 
B zedcdfb H B1=-r(CGI 
HfJ-JE[i-(celdf)十 (de1 Cf) ] 
H1; 6 r 五3 V L (ω1




H1; ~ 'B5 :3一 (ce1 df)一十 (de1 Cf) 
E38=千[C川町)一似13ザ)] 
E3T=-EF[(ωI df)ー (de1 cf) ] 
HA1 
Bg ーーやeI df)十 ~- (de I cf) 




Nnニ 4 U<A = 3， kB = 3) 
H2:一{Cblhle)十 (be1 aa) ト(be1 cc) ト(beI 十 2(be I PaPα) 
1 
ー (PaeI bP川十 (baI ae)十一互 (bc Iω)十〕一 Ide) 
A = abcd 
B = ebcd 
A = abcde哩
B = efcdaa 
A = abcdoo 
B =fecdaa 
Configurati仰 InteractionMatrix m初旬nts
H3;=王子[(bcI cのー (bdI de) ] 
H2;早乎[(bc I ce)ー(bdI de) ] 
H2i z王子[(叩e)ー (bd I de) ] 
H~~ = -~~~ {the ab吋十 (baI尚一÷(bc|cのー ÷(M|dの
1I~ト-ZV互 {the a吋一千 (bcI ce) 乎ー (bdI de) 
H~~ =0 
H1，~ =-~，!2 hh巴 above~ 十五L互供 |ω〉十勾宝 (bd I de) I:Jz 3 l-------'-J' 3" /' 3 
H2;=÷{the的 e}十(加 Iae) ÷ー。c|ce〕ー÷(bd|dの
H~~ = {伊Ih I e)十(aeI bb)十(aeI cc) +仰 Idd) 十 2 抑 IPα P~)
1 
(ーPaeI aPρf -cめ Ibe)一万一(ω|同一す一 (adI dめ
H2;=一千[(ac I ce)一(adI嗣]= H~~ 
H3;=一手[(ac I ce)ー(adI de)J = H~~ 
H~シ(白e a吋-すー ゆIbの一ミ一例 Icの一与 (adI dの
H2;ー 与互[(abI均一ート加 Icのーす一 (adI dの〕口 H会;
H~: = {the a吋++ (abI bの十一;一 (acI ce)十÷(adlde)
H2:=一(bfIω〕
H1，~ B2 ー H1，~ = B3 H1，z = Blー H会:zO
H2;=ー (bfI同十ι(efI ba) 
A2 _ 2v'2 {nl' I hn¥ _ uAs Baz--I-W1同=巧;
H~: =-(bf Iω〕十一;(ef|加)
H~~ = (bf Iω) 
H1，~ ーBzー H1，~ = B3ー H1，2 = Bl H~~ =0 
H2;=十 (bfIω)十 4-(eflba) 
Hi;z三千 [(bfIω〉一 (efI ba) ] = H1，s Bz 
463 
H3;=- toflω〕十会 (efIω〉 iTri.plet 3x3 I 
464 
A = abcdω 
B =fecdbb 
A = abcdee 
B = acfedd 
A = abcd出
B = bdfecc 
A = abcdee 
B = acfebb 
M. YAMAZAKI 
H2;=一 (afIめ〉
Hi;= Hi;= H1，2 = B1ー H~~ =0 
H2;=-W|め)十一;(eflめ〕
A.， の，/24zーす一 (efI ab) = T;Aa .L B2 
H~: =-(af Iめ〕十 -i-(efi ab) 
A， 1 HB~ = 2-(bf I ed)ー伊fI bd) 
A， 、/3EB;=三一 (bfI eめ
H2;= Hi:= Hl，a = B1ー H~; =0 
H~~ =v'3[す-ゆfI ed) やーflbの]
H~: =-+ (bf I ed) 
H~: = (bf I ed) 
Hi:ー す一 (afI ec)十 (efI ac) 




H1，2 = ~:(2 Ë~ = -='-'3 Q (af I ec) 
Hi:=乎[(afI叫-2 (ef I ac) ] 
Hl，~ =_ ，<2B2一-F(afju)
Hi;=-i-(aflec〕
HA41 Ë~ = -;-(df Iめ〕ー (efI db) 
HA1一一〉吉B2 ー -r(df|め〕
Hi;=H2;= Hl，a = B1 H~; =0 
Hii=♂〔士 (dfIめ)ー(げIdb) ] 
A.， 1 4=-T(df|め) Triplet 3x3 
Configuratio叫 InteractionMatrix Ele抑制ts 465 
A HE: =-(df Iめ〕
A = abcdee Hi;z-÷(cf|同十 (efI ca) B 抑制
HAB1-一一y一~ (cf 100) 2 2 
H~! =0 
B1 乙J3"一2一ー (cfI 00)ー(efI ca) 
AB9z 2=一61 一 (cf100) 
ABり~ーーのヱJー。 (cf I 00) 
a 3 
Hi:=乎 [(cfI伺-2 (ef Iω)J 
H38=立 (cfI 00) 2 3 
AB R8s一-一1一~ (cf Iω) 
A = abcdee H~~ = {(e I hI a)十(ωl同十例Ibb)十回Icc)十回Idd)十回 Ie) B = becdaa 
十2(ω IPαPa)ー(PaaI ePa) ~ -T (ec I ca)一一2-(ed I da) 
Hi;=乎 [(ecI叫 -(ed I制〕
H~! =0 
H2:=乎 [(ecI同一 (edI向:)] 
~- {the above} fZB Z 』 OVE十一一(めIba)一一一(ωIca)一一一 (edI da) 2 3 l."--_. -J 3 2 . 2
HfA228=2Y司2{th巴 above}一三どO2(めIba) 
H2:=乎〔何l叫一 (edIぬ)J
H~: =~子 [{the above} (ーめ Ibめー 3-oclcめー;ー (ed刈〕
H2;=-÷(the的 ove}+ -{-(めi同
A口 abcdee H~~ = -{(e I hI b)十(め|ω〕十(め Ibb)十(め Icc)十件Idd)十(ゆ Ie) B = aecdbb 
十2(eb I PaPa)ー(PabI ePa) 十一2(ecl cb)十一2一(00I db) 
Hi;=手〔一 (ecI cb)十(edIめ)] = f:l ~~ 
Hi;=H2:=0 [T均 let3 x3 t 
466 
A = OOcdee 
B = acOObb 
M. YAMAZAKl 
4n r _ 2 3 3 
HE: = -{the ab吋十了(ω|め)十T(ec 1 cb)+ T (00 1ゆ〕
AーのJの ー;=-ーを一 (ω 100)= HE: 
Hi;=一片山}+千 (001 ab) 
A1 1 B;早z-t(e 1 h1め十(め|仰)+ (め|め)十(め1cc)十(め1dd)十(め1ee) 
十 2(eb 1 Pλ 〕ー (Pab1 ePa)} +十 (ec1 cb)ー例 db)
H1;~ =手 hhe伽 ve}-'<，3 (ec 1 cb)
U2 ~ ~ 
H3;目 O
Hii=乎[{theab州 2一例め)ー。c1 cb)ー2(00 1め)J
3 
Hi;=一+{the above}十÷(mlめ)十手 (ec1 cb) 
H1;~ = 2メ2一一 (ω 100)B3 3 




A = OOcdee TTA1 1 B dcefbb hr7(df|均一 (ef1 dめ




A1 ~~A~ ~TA" TTA" H五;=HB;=HB:=HB;=0
Hii=♂〔十何fl尚一 (ef1め)] 
H2r-;(dfld) 
H~: = (df 1め)
Hi;z ÷(dflu)一(ef1 dc) 
Hi;=♂[+ (df 1 ec)ー (ef1向〕
4.1 ~~A~ TTA" TTA" H2;zHE;=HdzHB;=o 
Aー _ y3 Hd--F(dflec) 
H会=一一土 (df1的 I T均 let3x3 I 
A 口 abcd
B = abce 
A = abcdee 
B = abcdff 
A = abcdee 
B 口 afbecc
A = abcdee 
B =faebcc 
C仰 ifigurationInteractio必 MatrixElem倒 ts
Hj;口付fI ec)
H~~ = {併Ih I e)十伸Iaa)十付eI bb)十伊eI cc)十2(deIP.Pρ
一仇eI dP.)} -+ (daI ae)ー÷(dblbe〉十件 Ice) 
Hi;= 手[-~- (da I同十 (dbI崎]= H~~ 
HA-t亙(daim〕=HdaB3 -3-，-I -; - .L.L B 
Hirトhea吋 --L(da|叫十士併bI be)一(ゐIce) 
A.， ，jのI'l.，.
HB;=XE一仰Iae) = H五;
H~: = {the ab吋
H~~ = H~: = H~: = (ef I ef) 
A， ~TA守 A .， TTA.， 
H2;=HB;=HBi=HB;= 
A" TTA" HË~ = HË~ =0 
Hi;=ート (dfI ec)一(efI dc) 
Hd;=♂[ -~- (df I ec)ー何 Idc) ] 
A， TTA.， TTA" TTA" HË~ 早 HË: = HË~ = HE:官。





H2:一+(df I ec)+ (ef I d，の
Hi;=去〔す (dfI ec)ー(efI向〕
H2;=乎 [(dfI ec)-2 (ef I刈〕
Ha:=主主 (dfI ec) 
A.， 1 zー (dfI ec)B2 -6 
H~トチ (df I ec)ー
H~~ =0 
A" の，j2 EB;=ーす~ (df I ec) 
AQ 1 
4Z7W|叫 円州.et3 x3 
467 
468 
A = abcdee 
B = eafbcc 
5. NA =4， 
A = abcda 
B = cdeafb 
M. YAMAZAKI 
Hd:=-÷(df lω〕十 (efI dc) 
H3;=占[-~- (df I ec)ー (efI dc) ] 
A1 ー ¥/6r U .， I nn' " r n"， I -1n' i B~ ='L3V L(dfl同一 2(6f I dc) J 
Eiiニ一字 (dfI ec) 
H~: =-~- (df I ec) 














N.B =日 (kA = 3， kB = 9) 
Ed; = 王子 [(ecI cf) -(ed I 
H~~ = ~}6 [一 r(eI h I f)十(efIω)十。fI bb)十(efI cc)十(efI dd) 
十 (efI ee) + 2 (ef I Pλ) -(Pαf I ePa)}一件 Ibf) すー，(ecI cf) 
十:ー (ωIdf) ] 
Hi;ニ人[{the above} 卜(めIbf)ー (ecI c叶
H~! = ?」??????，?? ???、 、 ，??，?? ?? ?? ???、? ? ?
zi;=2子[-(the ab州十回Iaf)十(め Ib1)十士一 (ecI (1) 
十子 (edI町)J
Hi;=すl[一(theabove) -2 (ea I af)十(めIbf)十(則的]
ヰ;=一子[(the且bove)ー(eaI af)一(ebI bf)ー(判的]
HJ;=千[{the above}十 2(00 I af)一(め Ibf)十 ÷(M1cf)
-j(dldf〕]
一v'6 r (nn I n +> ，( n-1 I -1 +¥ i E! = V12V L -(ωI c1)十 (edI df) J 
Ediニイ3[;(thmbm}ー (ωIaf)十 J(め Ib1)一 ;ー(ecI c1) 
一;一同制] 日ri;Icl3x 9 .J
A = abcdee 
B = cdaOOf 
Configuration Interaction Matrix Elernents 
バトゾ玄卜-?;-{吐le山時}ーよ(め Ibf)十土 (ecI cf) l 3 ，-----， 3 
十 j-(d|り)J
H会=一-~ [(theぬo吋十件 Ibf)ー3(ec I cf) J 
A2ーゾ10r (M I ~.， ，( mJ I rl.' i E: = Yf L(ec I cf)十(edI df) J 
2 _ 2y16 r B;--9 1{theabovejー(ωIaf)一件 Ibf)十一4-(ec I cf) 
--{-(ed I df) J 
Hi;=乎[{the伽 e}十2(00 I afト〔め Ibf)十(ecI cf) J 
H27 z 生子[ {theabove} -例 a附f刀〉 一(仙め刷Ibf)η〉一i;一(伊ω叫川c叫山lいcげf
H~会; = 古乎空町句〔じ{凶ぬ伽ea幼b仰M州e吋}+ 2 (仰ω laげf)ト一 (伸め刷|同bf刀〉 十す÷一 (釘叫Icfη ) 
十一子 (00I df) J 
H2;z 去[{也巴 above}ー(00I bf) --~- (ec I cf)ー+(ed I df) J 
Hi;=去〔一 (theab州 +2抑Iaf) (ーめIbf) J 
Hi;=-÷〔{恥めove}十(め Ibf) J 
H2;=一手[(theab州十(めIbf) J 
H3; =王子[(ecI cf) 十 (ed I df) J 
H~: = ~~~ [(the a附一 (ωIaf)ー(00I bf)十十 (ecI cf) 
一一~- (00 I df)J 
Hi;=ゴ[(the ab州十2(ωIaf) (ーめ Ibf) -8 (ec I cf) ] 
H~ト互子[{the above} (ーωIaf)一(め Ibf) 十ー上 (ecI cf) J 
H~十字[{the above}十 2(ωI af) (ーめ Ibf) -2 (ec I cf) -6 (仰f)J
H~十一(也e abov巴)十(め Ibf) 十-~- (ec I cf) +  (ed I df) 
Hi:=乎[(ecI cf)ー (edI df)J 
Hi;=去 [{(eI hI刀十 (ef100)十(efI bb)十(efI cc) + (ef I dめ
469 
十(げ Iee)叫 (efI九九)ー仇fI ePρ)十件 Ibf)十一;(uicf〉
-4(dl川 I Tripどこと|
470 M. YAMAZAKt 
Hi;=-占[(theabove)十件 Ibf)ー (ecI cf) ] 
Hi;=dZ〔伊Icf)ー (00I df) ] 
Hi; =王子[-2 (ωI af) 十 ;(ulcf〕一+ (00I df)J 
H2;=ー{出ea叶十一ι(ωIaf) + (め Ibf)十÷(u|cf)
+;(6dldf〕
A唱 2HË~ -3一(ωIaf)十-i-(判 Cf)-1-(d|df〕
Hi;=去[{theabove} -+ (ωI af) (ーめ Ibf) --}-(ec I cf) 
--~- (ed I df)J 
A1 司、/6r'n~ I ~..， 'mll rl'" i B9ー -¥l-L(ω Icf)ー (edI df) J 
Hii=占[{theabove} -2 (ea I af)十例 Ibf)-+ (ecI cf) 
一会 (edI df) ] 
HiT乎[(伽 above)ゆ |bf〕-÷伊 |cf)-;(叩
H~: = + [(the above)十(め Ibf) -3 (ec I cf) ] 
Hi;=ヲドcI cf) + (ed I df) ] 
Hi;=守[4 (ωI af)十 (ecI cf)十 (edI df) ] 
Hi;=去〔れ:heabove}ー i-(ωIaf) (ーめ Ibf)十 ;-(Klcf)
一(00I df) J 
A2 ー¥/3r A 'nn I n..¥ -'- 'n~ I ~..， ，_nrl I rl'" i B7-F14(ωI af)十 (ecI cf)十例 Idf) J 
H2;=A〔{theabO柑}ー -i-(ωIaf)ーゆ Ibf) --152 (ec I cf) 
十 J5(dldf)〕
Hi;=お[{the above}一(め Ibf)ー-t例 cf)一+(ed I df)J 
H2:=ゴ言〔一 {theabove}十 2(ωIaf)一(め Ibf) J 
H~: = -~- [(the ab州十ゆIbf) J 
H2; = 王子[(仕leabove) 十 (め Ibf) J Triplet 3x9 
A = abcd酎





H2;z与旦[(ωIaf) 子ー (ecI cf) +十倒的〕
H2;=去一[{出eabove}ー十(ωIaf)一(め Ibf)ー一子 (ecI cf) 
一一ι(ed仰
H~会:ト=与互可[(ω la川げ的fの)一士 (ec I cf) -2 (00 I df) ] 
Hd;=占o[{出eabove} --;-(ωI af) (ーめ Ibf)ー;-(ulcf〉
一-{-(ed I df) ] 
Hi;=一{theab吋十(め Ibf)十一;-(ulcf〕+与一例Idf) 
H3:=一ヲ [(ecI cf)ー(edI df) ] 
Hi;=去[{(eI hI f) + (ef Iω)十(efI bめ十 (efI cc)十(efI dd) 
+ (ef I ee)十 2(eflPaPα〕ー (PafI ePa)}ー(ωIaf) -2 (00 I bf) 
-;(mlcf)+÷ 附 df)J
Hi;=J言〔一{也eabove}十回Iaf)十2(め Ibf)十(00I df) ] 
H2;=ほ〔一 (ecI cf)十例 Idf) ] 
Hi;=乎[4 (00 I af)一(ecI cf)十(00I df) ] 
Hi;=ートhea叶十 ÷(ωIaf)十JL(ec|cf)+す一 (edI df) 
Ht=一+[cωIaf)十 ÷(mlcf)ート (00I州
H2;=去[{thea吋 -÷(ωIaf)ー÷(Mlcf〕ー:一例 Idf)J 
A1 _ v'6 r/n~ I ~+" /nril ri+" i B;一一一l(ecIcf)ー(edI df) J 12 l' -/ ) 
d十三吉[{theabove}十 (ωIaf) -2 (00 I bf)十 ÷(mlcf〉
十+(00 I df)J 
H2;=乎[{theabove}ー(則的 -2(OOlbf)ー十 (ecI cf) 
十一~ (00 I df) ] 






A = abcdee 
B = cdfaeb 
M. YAMAZAKI 
Hi;=一千 [(ecI Cf)十 (edI df) ] 
Hi:=ー ヰ空[(叫 af)十十 (ecI cf) 十~- (ed I df)J 
Hi;ニJ=s[{the ab州一 ;(ωIaf) 一~ (んf)--~ _.(ed I df) ] 
Hi:ニ一字[4 (ea I af)十 (ecI cf)十 (edldf)J 
A" / 2 (，， 1 7 13 ， " ，^' i H";: .J .~，.I {the abov己)一一一 (eaI af)一 一(削 cf)一一竺 (edI df) I 
15 8 'V 3 l. 3 12 ' 12 ' ， ，，) 
Hi;=去[{theabove} (ーeaI af) すー (ecI cf) ~ー (ed I df) ] 
Hi:ニ占[一 {theabove}ー (eaI af)十 2(ebI bf)十 (ecI cf)十 (edI町)J
H~~ =~ -~-[{出eabove}ー (ωIaf) -2 (め lof)一例 Icf) -(ed I df) ] 
ヰ;ニ乎 [(theab州一〔倒 Iaf) -2 (め Ibf)ー (ecI cf)ー (edI df) ] 
d;=一千 [(ecICf)十 (edI ] 
Hi;=守主[一 (eaI af)十干 (ecI cf)ー ;{(dl町)J
fifA3-l B6ー [{the above)- ; (6dldf) トー (ecI cf)一一;-(di削〕
A4 HÊ~ [ -2 (ωI af)十 (ecI cf)十 4(ed I df) ] 
HAdz-1 
Bsー [{the above}一 ;(ωIaf) トー (ecI cf)ー;ー (edI df) ] 
H~4 hhe伽 vef ト(eaI af)十一;一 (ωIcf)卜士 (edI df) 
~9 0 
H~~ = 王子[(ecI cf) 一(ed I df) ] 
E3;ニ占[一 {(eI hI f)十 (efI 同十 (efI bb) 卜(efI cc)十 (efI dd) ] 
ト(efI ee)十 2(ef IPαPα〉ー (PαfI ePρ}十 (ealaf)十 2(eblbf)
卜:-(則的一 ;(edl川
Hi;=去[(theabove)ー (ωIa f)-2 (eb I bf)ー (edI df) ] 
Ei;=一ィi-[(eC I cf)一 (edI df) ] 
H~1 ニ〉互 r-.' ~ {th巴乱bove} 十~ (ec I cf)十 ~ (ed I df)l 
li5 V - l 3 2 6"
H~! =十[-{山above} 卜3(ea I af)一1-(ed Iり)J
E会;=;-((thtabm)ー (edI df)] Triplet 3 x9 
473 Configuration Intemctio日 Matrix Elel1wnts 
Hd;=〉E[-t-{t11Mb州一;〔GGldf)一一;(CC1cf〉十JE〈dldf〉〕
H会;=主 [(eclcf)ー (ed1 df) ] 
E2iニゴτ[山 ab吋十 (ω1af) -2 (め Ibf)寸---}-(叩f)
十 ;-(ed!川
Ao. ，jり「41X子 I-(the above)十(ω1af)十2(eblbf)十-.1-(ec 1 cf) 
j 附 df)]
Hi;=÷[一(theab州十 (ω1af)十2(eb 1 bf) -2 (ec 1 cf)十(ed1 df)] 
H~! =一王子 [(ec1 cf) 卜(ed1 df) ] 
Hi;=匂竺 [(theabove) -!ぺec1 cf)一;(di df)] 
A2 ー¥/3r Ë~ = Y.ciJ- L {theabove} -3 (ea 1 af) -2 (ec 1 cf)ー (edldf)J
=]iJ;2 = ii-~ r (theabove) --~- (ec 1 cf) -(ed 1 df) l Ë~ --=-~-~ L { } ; ー J
ー ¥/6r 
Bs一 qv 1 {the above} -3 (ea 1 af)一一 (ec1 cf)一-zM1df)j9 l 今 4 ↓」
Hi;z Jす[{the above}ー (60i of〕 -;-(Ml cf〕一一ι(ed1df)] 
H~~ = J:3 [一{theabove}一(ω1af)ト2(め 1bf)十(ec1 cf)十(ed1 df)] 
H~~ =一t-[ -{the ab州十 (ea1 af)十2(eblbf)十(ec1 cf)十(ed1 df) 
Hd:zヅ[一(theab州十回 1af)十2(eblbf)十(ec1 cf)ト(ed1町
Hi;=乎〔一 (ec1 cf) -(ed 1 df)] 
Hi;=三子 [(theab州一;一 (ec1 cf)一--}-(ed 1 df)] 
A3ー ¥/6r 
Be一一面 L(theめove)-3 (ω1 af)十7(ec 1 cf)ー (ed1 df) ] 
Hf:=EV〔lthEabo吋 ;(M1Cf)ー (ed1 df) ] 
A" ，/3 r 
B;=う 1{the伽叫 3(ω1 af)十 (ec1 cf)十 5(ed 1 df) ] 
H~: {the a叶十 (ea1 af)→(ec 1 cf)十÷(dldf) 
???
???Hi:=JE-[(ω1 af) (ーめ 1bf) ] A = abcdee B=担Fめcd
]¥，1 YAMAZAKI 474 
ト(ef1 cc)十 (ef1 
十 (ef1 ee)十 2(ef 1 Pα凡〕ー (Paf1 ePα〉}-i(ω1af) 
;〔sblbf)十一;(則的十一;判明]
Hi;=ペト {(e1 h1 f)十 (ef1仰〕十 (ef1 
[2 (the 
1 fifA71-lBa 
E2;=-d[(GC1Cf)一(ed1 df) ] 
[(ec 1 cf)一(d1df)]z21;E21=一























[ -2 (め 1bf)十 (ec1 cf)十 (e1， 1川]LTAZ .LIL .84 ー
Ary 2 r-，. 1 5 B;=マτl{伽伽ve)ー (ω1af) 一一(め 1bf) --~- (ec 1 Cf) l' V__ -- 3 
--{-(ed 1 df)J 
5 ず[一(め 1bf)十;何 1cf)十ι
[-(eb 1 bf)十すー (ec1 cf)寸÷ー (ed1 df) ] 
Hi;Z J;[-1111巴 above}-ι(川 f)十一ι(め 1bf) -+ (ec 1 Cf) 
すー (ed1 d斗
H1;: = _2 B7ー




????????l H~~ = 
Hi;=ヅ「一 (ω1af)'十~(め 1 bf) 十一~- (ec 1 cf)十→ι(ed1 l 3 3 3 
H~: =去[{the山 jー 7-(仰 idf〉-JE〔め 1bf)一ζ一(ec1 cf) 
-i;(dl削]
Triplet ;)x 9 
Hi;z乎[一(め 1bf)十;一 (ec1 cf)十一;(d1df)〕
H~トペ r-{the above}十 (ea1 af)ー土(め 1bf)一-t(GC1cf〕l l 3 
-i-(d|df 
A = abcdee 
B = feabcd 
C(mfiguグationInteraction l¥datrix Elements 
H2;=乎[-2 (eb I bf)十(ecI cf)十 (edI df) J 
4~ ワ、 1H五;z二二 ~~- (め I bf) 一-h (ec i cf〉ー i (:ed i df) 
H~1 1.1 B1 ミ[cωIaf) (ーめ Ibf) J 
A， /2 i B1=へ/τI-{(elhlf)十 (efI aa)十CefI bb)十(efI cc)十(efI dd) 
お 'l 0 l、
十(efI ee)十2(ef IPα均一 (PafI ePa))十÷(ωIaf) 
十 ;ー(めIbf)トー}-(ec I cf) + -~- (ed I df) ] 
Ai 2 í'L'~ 1 1 /_'" _， "i HË~ =子吉[{theabove)- r(GCICf) ー ヲーア (edI df) J 
H2:zdthGC icf〉ー (edI df) J 
E2;=乎 [(ecI Cf)ー (edI df) ] = A~ HB~ 
Ai 1 i /， ，_0' ~." i ~TAi ~TAo TyAo B;=τL (ec I cf)ー (edI df) J =HEト h;=2fB;
Hd;=乎 [(6CI Cf) -(ed I df) ] = H1~ 
Ei;=占[(ecI Cf)ー (dl df〕]=E2i
Hd;=乎[2 (め Ibf)ー判明一 (edI df) ] 
Hf;=乎[州 bf)ーす (ec I Cf)- ;~ (ed I df) 
Ao 2 i の 1 l/_.:J'Jr'¥i 4=百 l{the above}一3 め Ibf)一一6 (EC l cf〕-I〔d1川
H2:=互ア [cめ Ibf)一 ;べecI cf)ーす (edI df)J 
Hi;=ほ[一{theabove) 十~- (ω10f)+;(eb!bf〉十 ;(uicf〕
Fトf(edlm] 
1-1: =占[一(叫 af)ーす一例 Ibf)卜ー (ecI cf)十三一 (edI川2 3 
H1~ =占[一 (ecI cf)十 (edI df) ] 
H1! =王子 [CωIaf)ー 土(ωIbf)一一;-(Ml cf〉-÷(edldf〕]
A3__~.， r!+hO~"~"o1_ 3 (Mln.f¥._ 1 B; 百二{theabo吋ー す一(ω|of)-12-fめ lbf〉 15(ui cf) 
一主 (edI df)J 
475 
H1~ = 王子[(めIbf) ー j 〔EClcf) -÷ (d l df〉] i3ri;hl3主!
476 乱tI.YAMAZAKI 
Hd;zJZ[一{theabove}十÷〔め Ibf)十÷伊 Icf)十一;〈dldf)]
H~: = ~~~ [cめ |bf)-÷ 〔ん
H2;=一-i伸 Ibf)十+(ec I cf) + -~ (ed I df) 
6. NA =6， NB =6 (kA = 9， kB = 9) (Omitt巴d)
IV. Formulae of configuration interaction matri玄 elementsfor Quartet state wave function 
俳~-)
NA =3 
A = abcdd 
B = bdeaa 
A = abcdd 
B = adebb 
A = abcdd 
B = daecc 
A = abcdd 
B = abcee 
A = abcdd 
B = becaa 
A = abcdd 
B = bdcaa 
A =abc 
B = efc 
A αbcdd 
B ιdcbb 
A = abcdd 
B = eacbb 
A = abcdd 
B = ebdcc 
A =abc 
B = ebc 
A = abcdd 
B = aedcc 
A = abcdd 
B ロ aedbb
A = abcddee 
B = edcbbaa 
A = abc 
B =bae 
A = abc 
B = eac 
A = abcdd 
B = dacee 
A = abcdd 
B = abdcc 
NB =3 (kA = 1 ， 
H~= 仰 I da) 
H~= ー (ce I db) 
H~= ー (be I dc) 
H~= 伸 Idめ
H~ = (de I da) 
， kB = 1 ) 
H2=(dlh|め+(da I側:)+ (da I bb) + (da I cc)十 (daI dd) + 2 (da I PaPa) 
一(PaaldPα〕
H~ = (ae I bf)一(beI af) 
H~= 一 (ae I db) 
H~= 伸 I db) 
H2-(mlk〕
H~ ={伊Ih I e)十仰 Ibめ十何!的十 2仰 IPaPa)一(PaeI aPa)} 
一(abI be)ー (acI ce) 
H~= ー (be I dc) 
H2=(ml必)
H2=(dbl叫一(め Ida) 
H~= 一 {(clh|6〕十何|仰〕十 (ce I bb)十2伊 IPaPa)戸伊aelcP川
十 (cbI bの十 (ωIae) 
H~ = -{(b I hI e)十(beIω〉十伽 Icc)十2(be I PaPa)ー伊αel町)
十 (baI ae) + (bc I cの
H~ = (be I de) 
H~ =-{併 Ih I c)十併cl仰〕十 (dcI bb)十件 |α)十(dcI dd)十2ゆ IPaPρ
一(PacI同)} 日平釘汁|
A = abcdd 
B = bedcc 
A = abcdd 
B = bedaa 
A = abcdd 
B = bcdee 
A = abcdd 
B = abdee 
A = abcdd 
B = abcee 
A αbcdd 
B = bedcc 
A = abcdd 
B = dbcee 
A = abcdd 
B = adcee 
A = abcdd 
B = dbecc 
A = abcdd 
B = adecc 
A = abcdd 
B = bdecc 
A = abcdd 
B = bdcee 
A = abcdd 
B = eadcc 
A = abcdd 
B ニeadbb
A = abcdd 
B = ecdaa 
A = abcdd 
B = daebb 
A = aoc 
B = eac 
A = abcdd 
B = eabcc 
A = abcdd 
B = abecc 
A = abcdd 
B = edcaa 
A = abcdd 
B = dbcaa 
A = abcddee 
B 口 adebbcc
A = abcddee 
B = cdeaabb 
A = abcddee 




H~= 一 (ω1 de) 
H22-(叫 de)
H~ = (de 1 de) 
H~= 抑 ldの
H~= ー (ae 1 de) 
H~= ー (be 1 de) 
H~ = (ae 1 dc) 
H~ = (be 1 dc) 
H~= ー (ae 1 dc) 
H~ 口仰 1 de) 
H~ = (be 1 dc) 
H~= ー (ce 1 db) 
H~= ー (ωldめ
E32(ω1 db) 
H~= 一 {(b 1 h 1 e)十(be1 aa)十(be1 cc)十2(be 1 PaPa)ー (Pae1 bPa)} 
十 (ba1 ae)十 (bc1 ce) 
H~= ー (de 1 dc) 
H~= ー (de 1 dc) 
H~= 伽 1 da) 
H~= 一イ(ド(似dl凶hl川a)汁十 (仰d向al川仰)+卜 (仰d伽al同川川b助眺bめ)汁十 〔仰d向al同Cαι〕汁十 似仰al岬d耐d)汁十 2引(伸ぬ刷IPaP
一(Paa1叫)
Hi=(め 1ec) (ーめ 1dc) 
Hi z(dalめ)一 (ω1db) 
H~= 一 (da 1 ec)十 (ea1 dc) IQuartet 1 )く1
477 
478 
A = abcddee 
B = dbeaacc 
A = abcddee 
B = daebbcc 
A = abcddee 
B = dceaabb 
A = abcdd 
B = acdbb 
A = abcdd 
B = adcbb 
A = abcddee 
B = decoobb 
A = abcdd 
B = cedbb 
A = abcdd 
B = edabb 
A = abcdd 
B = deabb 
A = abcdd 
B = oocbb 
A = abcdd 
B = ebdaa 
A = abcdd 
B =ebc仰
A = abcdd 
B = cedoo 
A = abcdd 
B = edboo 
A=めcdd
B = decoo 
A = abcdd 
B 目 dbeoo
A = abcdd 
B =d，め'00
A = abcddee 
B = decaabb 
A = abcddee 
B = deabbcc 
A =abc 
B = aec 
A =abc 




H2=(血|同一 (ea1 dc) 
H~=ー(必|同十伸 1 dc) 
H~=ー(ぬ|前十回 1 d，め
H~ = {(d 1 h1 b)十(db1同十(必1bb)十ゆ|叫+(め Idd)+2似'bIPαPα〉
一(Pab1 dPa)} 
H~= ー {(dlhlb) 十 (db 1ω) + (db 1 bb)十何bl的+(ぬ1dd)十2伊bIP山
一仰 1dPa)} 
Hiz(da|め)ー (ω|め)
H~=ー仰 1 db) 
Hiz(m|必〕
H~ =-(ce 1 db) 
H~= ー(ゐ!め)
H2=(ω1 da) 
H~= 一(ぬ 1 da) 
H~= 伽 1 da) 
H~= ー (α| ぬ〉
H~= ー (be 1ぬ)




H~ ロドbl h 1 e)+伽 l仰)十伽|吋 +2伽 1PaPρ一(Pae1町)
一(ba1 ae)ー(bc1 ce) 
H~ ={(C1h1C)十(ω|同十何|め〉十 2仰 1PaPa)一(Pae1の}
一(ca1 00)ー (cb1 be) 
H~ =-{日1e) +何|叫-¥-(ω|め〉十 2抑 IPaPρ-(Pae1 CPa)} 
一(ca1 ae)一件 1be) Qua出 1x1 I 
Configuration Interaction Matrix Elen間 ts
2. NA = 5， NB =5 (kA = 1， kB = 4) 
会二23124J-去[(df1同一 (ef1 dc) ] 
H222去[(df1 ec) -3 (ef 1向]
H~3 =右 (df1 ec) 





2Z2Z32 41=去[(df1的 -(ef 1 dc) ] 
H22=去[(df1 ec) -3 (ef 1向〕
H28宮 JEW|ω〉
H34=0 
tZZZH31z去[(df1ec)ー (ef1 dc) ] 
H22=去[(df同)ー (ef1 dc) ] 
H~3 =右 [(df1 ec) -4 (ef 1刈]
H34zE?(dflm〕
会ご23ZH21=一方 [(df1同一 (ef1 dc) ] 
H22=-去[(df1 ec) -3 (ef 1 dc) ] 
H~3 =一品似fl的
A = abcdd 
B = afcbd 
A _ '.15 
h 一-r(dflec〉
H21=占〔一 {(d1 h 1 f) + (df 100)十 (df1め〉十 (df1 cc) + (df 1 dd) 




A = abcdd 
B =facdb 
恥1:.YAMAZAKI 
E32=Jz[-lthe above)十〔伽 Ia1)十 3(dc i 
H~3 =布[-4 {the abo州十 (daI (1) ] 
H24=乎 (daI (1) 
H~1 =占[{(dlhl1)十 (dfI aa)十 (dfI bb)十 (dfI cc)十 (dfI dめ
十 2(df I PaPa)一(PafI叫}ー (daI (1) -2併bI b1)ー(dcI cf) ] 
42ロゴτ[一{伽加e)十 (daI af)十 3(dc Iげ)J
H23=J古~ [ -(the above)十 4(da I (1) ] 
E34zー 王子炉eabove} 
A = abcddee TY A 1 B :;iebd~~ HB1 = Y":2 (df I ec)
A = abcddee 
B = faedbcc 
A = abcdd 
B = dacfb 







































H~l =去[{(dlhl1)十 (dfI aa)十 (dfI bb)十 (dfI cc)十 (dfI dd) 
十 2(df I Pα均一 (PafI dPα))十 (dbI b1)J 
H~2 =占[-(the above)十 (dbI bf) -2 (dc 1 c1) J 
E33=布[一(theab吋 -3刷出f)十(め!bf)十(dcI c1) ] 
A ，j 5 r B421-L-{the abm}十 (daI af)十 (dbI 十 (dcI c1) ] 
A = abcdd ~~A 1 r 
B 口 adcbf H芸1 子言L-(併 Ih I f)十 (dfI aa)十 (dfI bb)十 (dfI cc)十 (dfI dd) 
十 2(df I Pα凡〕一伊afI dPα))ー (dbI b1) ] 
H22=去[一(theabove)十 (dbI b1) -2 (dc I c1) ] 
A = abcddee 
B = decabff 
A = abcddee 
B = abcdeff 
A = abcddee 
B =.defaboc 
A = abcddee 
B = dafbecc 
A = abcddee 
B = adfebcc 
A = abcddee 
B = abfdecc 
A = abcddee 
B 口 dt:wbeff
Cωifigurati仰 lnter，actiooMatrix Elements 




A _ "';5 
B4一 -E(dflef〕
H21zー ゾ"2(df lef) 
H12国 H33= H14=0 
H21=0 
E32z-A[併flec)ー(efldc) J 




H~3 =右 (df1 ec) 
A ../5 HB4=TWIec) 
H21=-j言(ef1 dc) 




H~2 =-Ji [(dfl ec)ー (ef1 dc) ] 
H28=H34=0 
481 
H21=-3言(dflef) I~U叫tlx4 I 
482 Mo YAMAZAKI 
E12=一三1 (df I ef) 
E132-J=(dfief) J12 
H~4 =- (df I ef) 
A = ubcddee ~T A 1 
B=OLicebff EB12J言 (dfI ef) 
A 一一ーベ (dfI ef) Y-6 
48ニ一元 (dfI ef) 
H1420 
A = abcdd ~TA 1 r B =4bdc EB1=号 Ih I f)十(dfI叫十 (dfI bb)十(dfI cc) ト(dfI dd) 
十 2(df I PaPa)ー(PafI町}ー (daI af)ー(dbI bf) -2 (dc I cf) ] 
42=去[一{the山}十 (daI af)十3(db I 
E13=J3〔一{theabove}十?(ぬ|ザ)J
EZA-B4ー (da laf) 
A = (Jbcdd _~ A 1 r B;: ~dbf; H五:1可l{(dlhlf)寸ー (df Iω〕十 (df ¥ bb) 川 dfI cc) 十 (df I dめ
十2(df I PαPa)一(Paf¥町}十 (dc¥げ)J
E12zjE[一{theabove} -2 (db I bf)寸 (dcIげ)J
呂出去[一{the山)十一子 (daI af)寸(dbI bf)十件 iザ)J
H~4 =-乎 (daI af) J 
A = ubcddωA ー i1 ~_，，， ì B ;:-;;bd;ï~~ HB1 = Y 2 Lす (dfI ec)ー(efI dc) J 
A /3 B2 イ豆 Iec) 
Ejaz EizO 
A = ubcddee TT A 一r，..1r I _ _.. 1 ，. _ r I J ."¥. i B ;:b;;dï~~ HB1 = Y 2 L (df I ec) -~-~- (ef I dc) J 
E32z-J3(Gflk) 
E13ニ H14=0
Configuration Interaction Matrix Et，ω伽 ts 483 
A = abcddee H~l =♂[+ (df lec) (ーefI dc) ] B = dabefcc 
A 1 
HEz =マτ(dfI ec) 
A 1 
HBa = ii2 (df I eの
H24 =王子 (df I ec) 
A = nbcddee A 1 




HEa ェーマi2(df I ef) 
H~4 =一手 (dfIげ〕
A = abcddee A TTA 
B = edbaげf HB12 HB2早 O
AB -一一一v一~ (df I ef) a 2 
Ah 一、一/言5一(df I ef) 
A = abcddee H~l =去[(dfI ec) (ーefI dc) ] B = edbafcc 
H32=占[(dfI ec)一(efI dc) ] 
Hjaz布[4(df I ec) (ーefI向〕
ABA笹=一 1-/r4-5 (efldc) 
A = abcddee A 1 




A = abcddee A 1 
B = baedcff HE1 =ーマτ(dfI ef) 
~2 =j{ HEz 互 (dfI cf) 
A TTA 
HEa = HE4 =0 
A = abcdd H11=-去[(dbI bf) (ーdcI cf) ] B = dafbc ~叫U
484 
A = abcdd 
B =fadbc 
M， YAMAZAKl 
A /2 r B2 イil{(d I hI 十 (dfI開)十 (dfI bb)十 (dfI cc)十 (dfI 
1 1 . i 
十 2(dflPaPρ-(凡fI dPa)}十一言一(必 Ibf)十 TCdcl
43=右[一(theい)-3 (da I af)十(dbI bf)十件|げ)J
A ，/5 r B4 ←'-L -{the above}十 (daI af)十(必 Ibf)十 (dcI cf) ] 
E31=j言[(dbI bf)ー(dcI cf) ] 
A ，/2 r 
B2 手τL{(dlhlf)十 (dfI仰〉十 (dfI bb)十 (dfI cc)十 (dfI dd) 
十 2(df i PaPa)ー(PafI町}一ゆ 1af) 主ー一 (dbI bf) 
;(dcicf〉]
A 1 r 
B3ニミi121、一 {theabove}十 4(da I 
FJ34ニーγzhe
A = abcddee ~T ."1 
B =df，めecc HE1 一ず言 (efI dc) 
A = abcddee 
B = adbefcc 
E122-Jz(eflds〕
A 2r3 """i EBaz「 l-L(dfisc)一(げ 1dc) J/3 l 4 / J 
44ニーヲー (dfI叫
H11可否[-士 (dfI ec)十何 1dc) ] 
E22=-7Lニ(df1 ec) 
H~3 =一元 (dfI ec) 
H乱足。
会二?之官Z E31=-Jz(sf1dc) 
H~2 =ら[2 (df I ec)十 (efI dc) ] 
E33zーふ [(df1 ec)一(efI dc) ] 
H~4 =-乎 [(df1 ec)一(ef1 dc) ] 
A = abcdd 
B =da沼bcff fZB:1zO iEZ詰 1x4 I 
Configurati仰 1nteraction M atrix Elen仰 ts
H32=-dZWlef) 
H38=去:2(df 1 ef) 
A ，.15 HB4=〕-Wlef)
2こ?2Z H21=-dz[(dblW〕ー併c1 cf) ] 
H422 E d去吉d寸[ト-2 (似d向a叫la附f刀)+ (似ゆd必川b
A = abcdd 
B = dfabc 
A = abcdd回
B =d出荷cfbb
A = abcddee 
B 口 daecfbb
H~a =主主[一 {(d1 h 1 f) + (df 1同十 (df1 bb) + (df 1如 (df1 dd) 
4 4 
十2(df 1 PaPa)ー(Paf1 dPa)}十一言一 (da1 af) + ---3一件 1bf) 
十i÷一 (併dc叫|μcげ的f刀)
v柑吋) H~ι4 乎引{th怜出加ea加加町叶e} 
H~l =占[(db1 bf)一体 1cf) ] 
H~2 =去[2(da 1 af)一(db1 bf)ー(dc1 cf) ] 
H~a =ゐ[-3 {(d 1 h 1 f) + (df 1伺 +(df 1 bめ十何f1 c)十(df1 dd) 
十 2(df 1 PaPa) 一伊af1 dPα)} ー (da1 af) 一(必 1bf)ー(併仲d改cl的
H~ι4 学 [{the abo柑}ー (da1ザ〉ーゆ 1bf)一(dc1 cf) ] 









A = .abcddee ~~ A 1 
B =fdabuc HB1zV言，(ef 1 dc) IQuartet 1 x4 I 
486 M. YAMAZAKI 
Ejz=三(;(ef I dc) 
H~3 =右[3 (df I ec)十 (efI dc) ] 
Hizヅト(dfI ec)十。f1 dc) ] 
A. = abcddee ~T A 
B = defbcaa LL B1 -v 
E122d;[一(dfIω〉十 (6fIぬ)J
H~3 =キ[(df1 eめ-4 (ef I da) ] 
44ニヅ (dfI叫
A = abcddee TT A 1 一---7'" (ef I db) B = fdacebb 
A = abcddee 
B = dfaceb占
H1; ー ]f(efi db) 
U2 
8 
1 [3(df Iめ)十 (efI必)] 
Eiニ 5[(df Iめ〉ー (efI必)] 
E11 =ァ九 (efI db) 
ヰ=九三 (efIめ)
2. V 0 
[1;. = :-:~'" i --~- (df 1め)ト (ef1必)l HBa 一 v~3l :;: jI elJ + j I alJ J
A 、/5
EBdzZ1子(df1め〉
A= め;:!~~~ H1; • ー )ι (ef 1 db) B = fdaecbb 1.1 B1 
E222Jτ(ef I db) 
22 JL[3〔dfieb)十 (ef1 db)] 
呂 ¥/12l 
ff14=字[一 (dfI eめ卜 (efIめ)J
A 口 abcddee TyA -L'~，，~.r-.h H-'-; ラn (6f I db) B =d市'aecbb .LL B 1 -，/ 2 
EJ-Jzwi db) 2 V 0 
H1; ピ豆r(df Iめ)-_.:ι 仇flめ)l
1..'3 己 L、 .) -' 
E14ニ古里 (dfIめ) 四五市4I 
Configuratian Interactio叩 Matrix Elements 481 
A = abcddee H21=一去 [CdfI均一 (efI db) ] B = adecfbb 
H322-去 [(dfIめ)一切|拘]
A 2 一v3ニ (df100) 
A HS4 =0 
A = abcddee A 1 
B =fdaebcc HS1 =子言。fldの
A 1 HS2 =-;7τ(ef I dc) 
H18口ーオ2[ 3(df I.ec)十(げ Idc) ] 
H~4 =王子 [(dfI ec) ー Cef I 向]
A = abcddee A 1 
B = dafOOcc HS1 =子宮 (efI dc) 
H222J3[W16C)-;(6fldc〕
A 1 HBaz-U五(dfI ec)
A B 一 1一/一~ (df I ec) 
4 2 
A = abcddee A 1 
B = dfaebcc Bl一ーー一〉一2"(ef I dc) 
A 1 
B2一-一v一6"(ef I dc) 
HS3 マ;-3一一4一(dfI ec)十 (efI dc) 
Hi =ピ互 (dfI同
4 2 
A = abcddee A 




A = abcddee A 1 
B = dafbecc HS1 =子言。fI dc) 
H22=J2[-3W1u〉+(efldの〕
A 1 
HS3 =マl2(df I ec) I Qua抗et1刈|
b在。 YAMAZAKI488 
442ず (df1 ec) 
H21=J2=[(df lec〕十 (ef1 dc) ] A = abcddee B = abfdecc 
H~2 =- 3 [Cdf 1同一 (ef1 dc) J 
H33=H144 
E11ニ占 [(df1め)十 (ef1 db) ] A = abGddee B = afcdebb 
[(df 1め)一 (ef1必)] 
1 H~2 =ー
H~3 =-ゐ [(df1 eb)ー(ザ!db) ] 
Eι=0 
???
、 、 ?? ???? ?? ? ?? 「??
?





A = abcddee 
B =fabdecc 
E22=-J言 Iec)ー伊fl両]
H~3 = ゴー豆 [(df1 ec) (ーefI dc) ] 
E34=一王子 1ec)ー (3fI dc) ] 
41=J言 1ω)十 (ef1 ] 
A ニ abcddee
B =fbcdeaa 
去[(dfIω〕ー (ef! da) ] 
E23ニー右[(dflea) (ーef1向)J
H~2 = 
H~4 =一千 [(dfI則一 (ef1 da) ] 
E3120 
H~2 =ペー (ef1 da) 
E18=右[3 (df 1 ea)十何|制]




=Hs4， E21=0 A = abcddee B = adebcff 
|芯artet主ζi
H~2 = 2 (df lef) 
432-Jz(df ief) 
Configur・atio時 InteractionM atrix Elements 
A = dbcddee __ A __ A 
B =deめcf HL=HL=0 
A = abcdd 
B = abcfd 
A 、/3= Y"，u_ (df 1 ef) 
B3 2 
Hi =ーも旦 (df1 ef) 
日ー I
HS1 = V 2l {(d1 h1 f)十 (df!ω〕十 (df1 bb)十 (df1 cc)十 (df1 dd) 
十 2(df 1九九〉ー仇f1 dPa)}ードda1 af)ーートゅ1bf) 
すー (dc1 cf) ] 
H22=-JE〔(dG16f〕十 (db1 bf)十 3(dc 1 cf) ] 
H332ーキ [(da1 af)十 4(db I bf) ] 
H iー ヅー (da1 af) 
1二ZZ2;E21ベ E[-÷(df!め〕十 (ef1め)] 
H222 ~/f (df!め〕
HJszHi=0 
A = abcddee TTA ，-r;-B :;~d;j; HS1 = -V 2 (df 1 ef) 
H12=E13=Hi=0 
A = abcddee __ A ー r 1 "，，， i 
B = adbfl即時1ザ 2lーナ (df1 ec)十 (ef1 dのJ
H~2 =去併f1 ec) 
A 2 
HB3口マ吉 (df1 ec) 
H14zo 
izzzfZ 411占 (ef1 db) 
H12=去[2 (df 1め)十 (ef1 db) ] 
H18ロー右 [(df1め〕ー何 1db) ] 
A ー¥/5 r rrl.， I nh' ( n'" I rlh ¥ l B4 =-"'2u l(df 1め)ー (efI db) J 
489 
A = dbeddee TTA 1 
B :/ade~bb HB1 子~ (ef 1 db) 日ぷ訂オ|
490 M. YAMAZAKI 
H~2 = 去ー[2(df 1ん (ef1め)J
H23=右 [(df1め)ー (ef1 db) ] 
H34=字 [(df1 eb)ー(ef1州
A = abcddee ~~A 
B = dafecめ HB1 = すー言 (ef1 dめ
H1;_ = j';，r -(df 1 eb) + +(ef 1 db) l .!--Iー め 十一一(e  1B2 - ，vsl \.-JI~J'-2-\.-JI--JJ 
H~3 =右 (df1 eb) 




3zzzm H21=去[(df1同一 (ef1 dc) ] 
H22z-去[(df1 ec)ー3(ef 1 dc) ] 
H23=-去(df1 ec) 
H2410 
2二32312H21=ゴ言 [(df1同一何 1dc) ] 
H~2=一去 [Cdf 1叫一 Cef1 dc) ] 
H28=-右 [Cdf1同一 4(ef 1向〕
Hi=一も!i-(df 1 ec) 
会二222412-去(ef1 dc) 
H~2 = -)6 [2(df 1 ec)+ (ef 1 dc) ] 
H~3 =合 [(df1 ec)一。f1 dc) ] 
H24=王子[(df1同一。fl向]
A = abcddee ~T A H 一一_;" (ef 1 db) B = dafcebb .D. B 1 ー Quar総tlx4I 
Co叩.figU1・ntionInteraction Matrix Elements 
H12=J2[(df!め〕-;一 (efI dめ]
H13ニーキ (dfi eb) 
A ー ¥/5EL--1(df1610 
2二Z2 E21=ーゴτ[(dfI ec)十 (efI dc) ] 
H32=す [(dfI ec)一(efI向J
48口三吉 [(dfI ec)ー (efI刷]
FJ2420 
3z;:;究ZE11=-J玄[CdfIめ)-(ef I db) ] 
H22=去[(dfI eb)一(efIめ)J
His =右[(dfIめ)-4 (ef I db) ] 
Hι=乎 (dfIめ)
iZ237Z 412占[(dfIめ)ー附 db)J
H322-Jz[(df lめ)-3 (ef I db)] 
E232-Jsw iめ)
A V5 
B4， ←'j，"--(df I eb) 
A = abcdd ~~A 一「
B めcdf HB1 = V 2 L {(d I hI f)十(dfI側〕十 (dfI bb)十(dfI cc)十(dfI dd) 
3. NA=5， 
A = abcdeff 
B = abfdecc 
1 
ト2(df I PaPa) 伊ーafI dPα)} --; (da I af)ーす (dbI bf) 
--i(klげ)J
H22=去[(daI af)十 (dbI bf) ト3(dc I cf) ] 
A ユー r(da I af)十 4(db I bf) l B3 ¥/語L¥.". I <NJ J 1'" \.~'-' I '-'J j J 
H丸ニヂ (daI af) 
NB=5 (kA=4， kB=4) 
Hi:=一{(fI h I c)十(fcIω〉十(fcI bb)十(fcI cの十(fcI dめ卜 (fcI同
十例 ff)十2肌 PaPα) - CP a G ! fP a)}十 ;ー(fdI dc) 
491 
十÷(川c) 住吉正ζi
492 M. YAMAZAKI 
Hi;=一千[(fdI尚一 (feI同〕
Hf;=HJ;=。
Hi:ロー {theab吋十 ;(fdl同十一;(fbibc〕十;ト(fdI 
十一子 (feI ec) 
Ei:=一千[(faI ac)十 4(fb I bc) ] 
HA2-1/30 
B4一一石 (faI ac) 





A = abcdeffgg uA 
B =ab抑制86HB:=(fdlgめ十 (gdI fめ
Ej;EEd;=22;=(fdlp)ー(gdI fe) 
A EB;=EB;=HB;z E4=EBj=HB;=0 
EJ;E Hi; 
A = abcdeffgg nA B=afbgeccdd HE;=ー (fcI gd)十--]-(gc I fめ
l/f，l ー ¥/3HË~ 一一百一 (gc I fd) 
A1 ー ¥/6'-'-，':'. (gc I fd) B3 3 
Hi;=。 A9 TTA~ ~TAQ ~TAA TvAA vvAA =EB;=耳石 =HE= = HË~ = HE: = HB~ 
A" ，/3 HB~ ラ (gc I fd) 
FZ2; -ー{-[(fc I gd)十 ;(gclm]
Hj;=一与竺[(fCI gd)十 -twfの]
H~; =-ヰ~ [(fc I gd)ー (gcI fd) ] 
H~~ = -{-[(fC I gd)ー (gcげの]
Hi;=一(fcI gd)十 (gcI fd) Quartet 4x4 
A = abcdeffgg nA 
B = afbω 
Configuratio持 InteracfionMatrix El，閉 1ents
A1 ¥/3 
B2 一一τ(gcI fd) 
A1 _ yl6 
B 日一 一言一 (gc1 fd) 
H2;=Hi;=H2:=Ei;z H2j z Hi;zH2;=O 
Hij;2 ー yl3Ë~ = v2u (gc 1 fd) 
Hi;=÷[(fcigd)ー141-(gcl fd)
A2 __ 2¥/ 2 r ( . r I~A\ ， 1 (=r I .( A¥ i B3一一 3一I(fc 1 gd)十 2一(gcIfd)J 
H3;z 与~.. [(fc 1 gd)ー (gc1fd)] 
Hi;=一日(fc1 gd)一(gc1 fd)] 
H~! = (fc 1 gd) -(gc 1 fめ
/1 = abcdejfgg TTAj Bzacfdgbe HB;=一(fb1 ge)十 r(gb 1 fc) 
A1ー¥/3




H~~ = --}-[(fb I ge)十 ;(gb|μ)]
Hi: =-q一塁 [(fb 1 ge) 一(gbIfe)] 
HASー yl6Bj一一-F(gbl fe)
H2;z一年 [(fb1 ge) 十一~ (gblfe)] 
H~~ = + [Cfb I ge)ー (gblfe)]
Hi;=一(fb1 gの十(設 Ifの
A = abcdeffgσA 
B = afbdgιc品HB:ロー (fcIge)十豆一 (gc1 fe) 
A1 __ yl3 ぉ --r(gclfe)
493 






Az _ yl3 31-E(gclfG) 
H~~ = -+ [(fc I ge)十 iM|fの]
H~ト-11[(fclgE) 十÷〔Fifめ]
Ed;=一汗互[(fclge)ー (gcI fめ]
宮古;=-L[(fciF〉ー (gcI fe) ] 
Ef;=一(fcI ge)十(gcI fe) 
H3it[一{(fI hI 13)十(feI aa)十(feI bb)十(feI cc)十(feI dd)十(felee)
十(feI ff)十2(fe I PaPa)一(Pae I fPa))十;〔fa1m)
十 ;(fbW)lー-;(fclmH2(fdlぬ)J
E2;=乎 Iω〕十(fblbe)十3(fc I cの]
Hi;ニゾ6r ~; I ae)十 4(fb I be)] 
A， ，/10 42 て4~"- (fa I ae)
Efzz-i廿leabove f十」一 (faI ae)十一1ー (fbI be)十空一(fcI叫日 2 -J ' 6 v 6 
E3;ロヰ;[(fdim〕十 4(fb I似)J
A2ーゾ30B~ = \~V (fa I ae) 




会二Z2Z53zi:=一(fbI gd)十す (gbI fd) 
1， ，/3 
B;=乍 (gbI fd) 
E3;=fzi;=宜主 =22;zHi:ニ fZ2;=fZ2;=0
Aり，/3
B;=主「 (gb|fd) Quartet 4x4 
古参
Configuration Interaction Matrix El，側 ents 495 
H2T一一日Cfb¥ g，め十-i-(gb ¥ fd)] 
H~! =-~YrI [(fb ¥尚一 (gb¥ fめ〕
Hi;=乎 (gb¥ fd) 
Hi;=-与互[Cfb¥ g，め十 +(gb¥fd)] 
H~: =+[Cfb¥g，め一 (gb¥ fd) J 
H2;ー Cfb¥ g，め十句b¥ fd) 
会Z22Z55H2:=一Cfb¥ gd) +  (gb¥ f d)
A = abcdeff 




HA2-i旦(gb¥ fd) Bl -6 
H~: =+[Cfb ¥同十す (gb¥ fめ]
H3:=与互[Cfb¥ gd)ー包b¥fめ〕
HAs ピー互 (gb¥ fd) Bl -3 
H2;=与互[Cfb¥ gめ十十 (gb¥ fめ]
His-十ICfb ¥同一 (gb¥fd)J 
3 d '-
H~! = Cfb ¥ gd)一包b¥ fd) 
H~! = -{Cf ¥ h ¥ d)+ Cfd ¥同十 Cfd¥ bb)十Cfd¥α) + Cfd ¥ dd)十Cfd¥ee)
一+Cfd¥ff)十 2Cfd ¥ PaPa)ー(Pad¥ fPa)}十 ÷(fald)
十÷げb¥ bd)十÷(fclめ+2 Cfe ¥ eめ
H~! = V63 [Cfa ¥ ad)十 Cfb¥ bd)十 3Cfc ¥ cd)ト-41
4; =王室[Cfa¥ad)十 4Cfb ¥ bd) ] = -H~~ 
HlJ~ = V}O Cfa ¥ ad)ロ -H会B4 -4~ v -'，-~-/ LL J:j 
H~: {the幼ove}-+ Cfa ¥ ad) -+ Cfb ¥ bd) -+ CfC ¥ cd) 
H2;=一当子[Cfa¥ad)十 4Cfb ¥ bd) ] = H~: Quar叫×4I 
496 
A = ahcdeff 
B = acfdebb 
A = ahcdeff 
B = ahcfedd 
e 
M. YAMAZAKI 
HA2--1/30 B4， 一一一 (faI叫 =HL12 ~~ Jj2 
A" ["，. _ .1 1 ， ， _ ._" 4 HB~ the a吋-{2 (fa I ad)一+(fblbめ
Hi; =R-主宰(faI ad)= H~; 
H~! {the abOve} -+ (μl叫
H~~ = {(f I hI b)+ (fb Iω〕十 (fbI bb) + (fb I cc)十 (fbI dめ+(fb I ee) 
十例 ff)+ 2 (fb I PaPa)一(PabI fPa)} -+ (fd I db) 
一÷(felめ)
H2;23手[(fdIめ〉ー (feI eb) ] 
A， ~~A ， ~~A" ~~A ，，-HB~ HB~ = HB~ = HB~ =0 
H212乎[(fdIめ〉一 (feIめ)J
Hl，: = ~ hhe above~ 十三一 (fc I cb)ー土 (fdI db)ー十 (feIめ)
Jj2 3 3 2 2 
H~トヰ~ [{the伽叫ー (fcI cb) ] 
H~トヅ [(fd I尚一 (feIめ)]
H2;21X2〔ihabove}一-L(fa|尚一(戸|尚一 -L(fd|ぬ
-4(felめ)J
H~ト一一上 {the ab吋+士(faI尚 +÷(fc|め)
Hirヂ(faIめ)
A晶一 y30
HB2←一子 (faI ah) 
HA4ー y15B 一一一一 (faIめ)12 
A，- [" 5 HB~ the ab吋一+-(fa Iめ)
H~~ = -{ (f I hIめ十 (fdI aa) + (fd I bめ十 (fdI cの十 (fdI dd) + (fd I ee)
十(fdI ff)十2(fd I PaPa)一仰IfPa)}十÷(falM)
+-;-(fb|同十すー (fcI cd)十2(fe I ed) 
H2;=一手[(faI同 +(fb I bめ十 3(fclcd)]
Hi;=一空[(fala，め+4 (月Ibd) ] ー? ?
C. 
Cortfig附'ationInteraction MatrIx Elements 
A1 -j10 EB;ニ -V(fai oめ
H1i: {the abovef 十~- Cfa 1 aめト Jー Cfb1 bd)十よ(fc1 cd) 
li2 J -6 6 
Hi:zEjZ〔(fG16d)叫 fb1 bd) ] 
H1; 2 ー ~~O Cfa 1 ad) 
B品 12
A~ r" 1 ，.r_1 _.3， 4 HEン tthe above j 十~ Cfa 1 ad)十三 Cfb1 bd) 
A，" ，/1に
δ ー笠ー Cfa1 ad) 
B4 12 
H~: {the ab吋十一;(fdld) 
H2;三2E2;
IRREDUCIBLE REPRESEN'fATION MATRICES U (P) 
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l-1! 1 1 
1 I -1 1 1 











































1 2 3 4 5 
二1/21 1-1/"';21石川一一
l 一1υ川/パベ21卜叩1υ/.，;ゾ否斗ιl卜~一-1/"';3ぺ(1 /2 l 
一





1"';3/2¥ 1 / 21




1 2 3 4 5 





































1 2 3 4 5 
1 
Nニ 6，s= 0 










4 3 2 1 
1 













I -1 / 21 I V3I 21
[ I -1 I I 
川/21 1/21 
1/2 










I -1 1 1 
1-V3 /21 1 1 /21 
I-V3/21 1/2 


































Irreducible representation matrices U(P) corresponding to N=5， S=1-
(12) 
1 2 3 4 5 
-1/山 /2[ [ 1| 
何 /211/21
1 
1 [ -1 /21V3/21
I-V3/21 1/21 
1 1 [ 1-1 
(14) 







1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 [ 1 | 
1 -1 1 ¥ 1 




1 2 3 4 5 
1 -1/2ド3/21
2 -V3/2[ 1/21 




1 2 3 4 5 
1 ¥ 1/21-1/V2 





1 2 3 4 5 
1 司-I-V3/21
2 |-1/2llfづJ 川
3 -V3/211/2 [ 1 
4 戸礼卜5/い/3


































5 4 3 
1 I I 
I 1 1 































Irreducible :rep:re日時ntati印刷t:ricesU(P) corresponding to N=6， Sニ 1
(12) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
ト J~_-- _______~__J i 
[-2v'2/3[ 
-一一「寸-~._---二l_\ト
[ -1 [ [ I [ 
1/3 [ [-2川 3[
工 二日三二千九
[-2 v'2/31 -1 / 3 I 
[ [ [-2♂ /3[ -1/3 
-1 
一 ----[-----I--~-- 1 
(13) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-1 I 2 1 -v'3 / 61 -川 L__l_I I 1 
[- 61 
[-v'2/6j 
♂ /3 I 
I -1/3 [ [ 
I I -5/6[ 




















Configz6ration Interaction JYlatrix Elements 
(14) 
1 2 3 4 5 
-1/2l♂/6 1yl6/3I I 
〉古川1-5/61川 I 1 
yl6/3 士
1/4 l-yli5/36i 
6 7 8 
岬 361イ 7 /36I 5川山ゾσ何E訂/バ川1凶州815y12山互訂/1凡珂 /9 
l i [ 〉A訓而耐耐/凡川1
一-而I~~/ 9I -yl2 / 91-yl2/ 91-7 / 
一一「-十 一二4y13干yl6/9 -yl6正一
1 2 3 4 8 
-1 / 2 I I -2 / 3 Iyl2/3 I-yl2/61 1/6 
I -1 / 2 I I -yl5/ 31 yl3/ 9 I♂/9lJベ-yl3/91










-yl2/61J川[♂/9|〉窃/18i5♂ /18-1 / 9 1 -7/ 9jyl2/18 1 




























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 







-1仁ア竺ケ3，一;9止!卜7一イケ空?空づ，竺イ竺?空!竺空止lγ91川竺刊 竺---竺判7ぜ里り -1:プj一?一「j刊l 



























Configztration 1 rderaction M atrix E lements 
(24) 
一十十三千二11 
二二二一一-L l l l 1υ/4 品品巾/川ι1
Iv品百町副/川ベ1
l 一」一 一一 jト一岬十:竺竺唖サ?竺竺ケfり卜!卜二一土己士 二




-1 / 2 
二/2 I --------I----I-=l lV;r-~-~1 ~-.-


























3 4 5 6 8 9 
-1/2 1 I 1 l1/V21 -1/2 1 
1/2 1 一1υ/ゾべ百可l一1叫/ぺ 一1(2





一1/2I一1/ベ i i[l J/64i1/6[1凶 l
1/2 1 I I 1 1 1 Iべ-1/2 1 
(34) 





















Configuratioη Interaction M atrix E leme四ts
(35) 
I -1/2 I 1 l ♂/2 
-1/2lilJ/3i-dljl 
l 一一一-一よ一千一二子一L人L二一一」二一一一二 | トん-1 ¥一二 ¥ι二」
1-v'6/31 I 1/3 1 v'2/3 1l 
l -v'3/61 v'2/31 -5/6 1 
百/3il1/31 v'213 1 



























-1/2i lilllll J/21 
--上1/2l ゴli|
←ト [ トJl 「--~---，------亡二二-l
トー__---+-~~~___:------!_ -~J__~__I___l一一一 1____­
_1 ~~_I二プ3/2




-1/2 1 1 1 1 一二 v3/2
トゴ i l J一一L-Iγ
-1/21♂/2 1 















Configul'ation 1幻teractiω!Matrix Elements 
一
1 I 
I 1 I 


















l 3 4 
|一 1川/2 -y3/川6lJ 川
















































[ 1/3 I 










[ -1 ¥ 
日三工i




4 -， 1 
-1 
2 
1/2 
1 
? ? ?
?
?
?
?
?〉1 
2 
3 
4 
